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Letter from the Publisher
This month I insisted on having a bottle of Château Haut-Brion wine on the cover. This is,
in my opinion, one of the finest Premier Grand Cru wines to come out of Bordeaux. Also,
I was honored to be a guest of Prince Robert of Luxembourg who owns this French vineyard, at a gala dinner in Moscow where we were treated to some examples of this very
fine wine by their importer Dmitry Pinski, the President of DP Trade.
This is the “white nights” season when everyone wants to visit St Petersburg; at least for
a weekend. To entice you, we have a special four-page section on that beautiful city.
The retail business in Moscow is booming and our Editor-in-Chief John Bonar met
with Tom Gibb, the head of international development of 9 West, the U.S. shoe retailer
that is expanding rapidly in Russia through licensee The Apparel Group, headquartered
in Dubai. Our intrepid editor also talked with the charming and dynamic Desiree Bollier,
CEO of Value Retail, which operates nine Chic Outlet Shopping Villages across Europe and
was in town to encourage Moscow residents to put them on their short list to visit when
traveling there. I’ve been to their village outside Madrid and I have to say a visit to these
unique shopping “villages” is an attractive way to spend a day.
Andreas Romanos, who has powered the Association of European Business to a new
influential relevance in the last three years, is departing Moscow and we have a valedictory interview with him where he tells us about his work to make the AEB relevant again
to the Moscow business community.
Moscow Real Estate is flourishing, and Katya Sutton tells us it’s not too late to rent a
dacha … at a price! Piers Gladstone gives us a Londoner’s tour of London and Ian Mitchell
bids farewell to the British DFID.
Malaysia is one those tropical paradises that often gets overlooked, but with a 12-page
Special Report produced by Media Solutions, our sales house, we give it the attention that
is due. From burgeoning trade growth to advise on retiring in Malaysia, we open the doors
to you. We look forward to more reports from this dynamic SE Asian hub.
Back in Moscow, where the weather is nearly as hot, but without the monsoon rains, we
go wine tasting at the Concerto Restaurant at the Swissotel.
Enjoy the summer, there’s nothing nicer than a chilled glass of Chablis sitting on one of
Moscow’s verandahs.

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher

moscow telephone codes change
Dear readers please note that since the beginning of 2007 the stationary telephone codes were changed.
Now there are 2 codes functioning: -495 and -499.
For those who have 495 code: out of 495 you dial: to 495 – 7 digits, to 499 – 8 (499) 7 digits. To mobile – 8 (code) 7 digits.
For those who have 499 code: out of 499 you dial: to 499 – 499 7 digits, to 495 – 8 (495) 7 digits. To mobile – 8 (code) 7 digits.
In any combination of numbers the call is considered and billed as local.
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Editor's choice
Regards from Shaoling
As Russia has announced year 2007 a Year of Chinese Culture, it is of no surprise that
news, museums, music halls and theaters are full of events “made in China”. This time
the Theater of Russian Army hosts a highly-praised show – “Chun I: Kung Fu Legend”.
It is said to be a unique theater performance: for the first time ever Kung Fu techniques are combined with ballet, circus and modern dance. The story tells about a
little boy who arrives in Shoaling to become a monk in the Kung Fu tradition. He gets
the name of Chun I – "pure", and over time attains mastery of the art of life: remains
steady and unshakable in the face of any challenge. The art director Han Lisun recreates the spacious and colorful scenery of the Shoaling monastery which gets even
more impressive during the show due to the dynamic light and sound effects. The
performing group consists of about 65 people from more than 13 provinces of China.
All of them are masters of Kung Fu as well as professional dancers and acrobats. Most
had to undergo theater training to get their place in the show. The first performance
took place in 2004 and was a great success.

“Chun I: Kung Fu Legend”
Theater of the Russian Army
Suvorovskaya Ploschad, 2
M. Novoslobodskaya
237-65-06
19:00 	2-5 July

Russian Romance
Oleg Pogudin is a big star of Russian classical romance. He is referred to as the “Silver Voice
of Russia”. All the critics praise his excellent taste in the choice of material, deep understanding of the songs he performs, and the complexity, diversity and yet unity of his concert programs. Most admire his respect and warm attitude to the audience. Outstanding
vocal abilities allow Oleg to perform any music, but he chose to concentrate on one. “Romance is my reference point in the world of music. It is my home. I live in this genre, I am
its citizen. If I do any other type of work, it is still under it’s ‘flag': whether it is songs by
Vertinsky, military, tango or anything else. For me it is still a romance, but performed, let’s
say, in a manner of French chanson”, he says. He never applies any special effects during
his performance – everything is classically simple: black smoking jacket and an acoustic
guitar. Yet, it creates such an intimate feeling with the audience that many have tears in
eyes and chills up their body. Since his first concert (back in 1987) he has been performing
in the largest concert halls all over the world. Now he also actively participates in TV and
radio programs (including BBC).
“Selected”
Estrada Theater
Bersenevskaya naberejnaya, 20/2

M. Borovitskaya, Polyanka
959-05-50
18 July 19:00

Summertime...

“Kryliya” (Wings) is an eagerly awaited summer event for Russian
music lovers. Eight years ago it started as a one day festival of contemporary Russian rock music. Now it is not only a grand festival
in Moscow, but the largest open-air event in Russia. The number
of the participants grows each year, as well as the time frame. For
two days the audience has a chance to enjoy more than 50 music
bands of various music styles (rock, alternative, ska, reggae, folk,
rap, electronic music, etc). Its usual venue is located at Aerodrome
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Tushino, which obviously has many advantages to offer. First of all
it has enough space for all wanting to come and a soft grassy surface welcoming you to sit down while enjoying the music. Besides,
particular attention is always paid to the location of the stage, audio and video equipment. At least five huge screens are installed
so that the performance can be seen and heard from every point.
If you are interested to see something very Russian – this is the
place. The organizers promise thousands of guards to secure safety. A note of caution – do not romanticize the event. Part of the
experience will be garbage everywhere, lots of beer consumed (if
not something stronger), crowds and huge queues to the bio-toilets... not as clean as in Europe.
“Kryliya”
Aerodrome Tushino
M. Tushinskaya, Planernaya, Shuttle bus to the Aerodrome
970-12-83
21-22 July starts 10:00.

cosmit

St Petersburg Pages

The Hermitage
The must see site in St Petersburg
By Annet Kulyagina
St Petersburg is one huge outdoor museum
and just walking its streets and crossing the
footbridges over its canals is a memorable
experience you will carry with you for a
lifetime. Yet, more than anything else, the
six baroque buildings that are the focus of
attention on the Nevsky Embankment and
comprises the Hermitage Museum demand
visiting.
With the possible exception of the Louvre, there is no museum in the world that
rivals the Hermitage in size and quality.
Its collection is so large that it would take
years to view it in its entirety – at last count,
there were nearly three million works in
the collection. The museum is especially
strong in Italian Renaissance and French
Impressionist paintings, as well as possessing outstanding collections of works by
Rembrandt, Picasso, and Matisse. Visitors
should also take advantage of its excellent Greek and Roman antiquities collection and its exhibits of Siberian and Central
Asian art. Not least among the attractions
of the Hermitage is the museum itself, with
its fine interior decoration and architectural detail. As the Hermitage is so enormous,
its collection so strong and diverse, and its
interior so attractive in its own right, many
visitors find that the very best way to tour
the museum is to make several briefer visits rather than one frenetic and exhausting
marathon tour. While there is much to be
gained by simply allowing the curiosity of

one's eye to take at least occasional precedence over a list of works and collections
dictated by a guidebook or even a guide.
The origins of the Hermitage can be
traced back to the private art collection of
Peter the Great, who purchased numerous
works during his travels abroad and later
hung them in his residence. Catherine the
Great expanded the collection considerably, and she and her successors built the
Hermitage collection in large part with
purchases of the private collections of the
Western European aristocracy and monarchy. By the time Nicholas II ascended the
throne in 1894, he was heir to the greatest
collection of art in Europe.
After the Revolution of 1917, the museum
was opened to the public, and its collection
was further augmented by the addition of
modern works taken from private collections. Today, the Hermitage has embarked
on a major renovation effort. Its collection
is in the process of being reorganized, and
many of its works have for the first time become available for travelling exhibits outside of the country.
Part of the Heritage is displayed in the
Winter Palace, the most famous building of
Imperial St. Petersburg, former residence
of the Tsars and the backdrop for the 1905
and 1917 Revolutions.
The palace served as the winter residence for every ruler of Russia since Peter
III, who installed himself there along with

his mistress, the Countess Vorontsova. Magnificently located on the bank of the Neva
River, this green-and-white three-storey
palace is a marvel of Baroque architecture.
After his wife Catherine the Great seized
the throne, she redecorated and appropriated her husband's old quarters. In July of
1917, the Provisional Government took up
residence here, thus setting the stage for
the October Revolution. After consolidating its power, the Bolshevik government
transferred its capital to Moscow, and since
that time the Winter Palace has been associated primarily with its role as the Hermitage Museum.
The museum was founded in 1764 when
Catherine the Great purchased a collection of 255 paintings from the German city
of Berlin. Today, the Hermitage displays
a diverse range of art and artifacts from
all over the world and from throughout
history (from Ancient Egypt to the early
20th century Europe). The Hermitage's
collections include works by Leonardo da
Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael and Titian, a
unique collection of Rembrandts and Rubens, many French Impressionist works by
Renoir, Cezanne, Manet, Monet and Pissarro, numerous canvasses by Van Gogh,
Matisse, Gaugin and several sculptures by
Rodin. The collection is both enormous
and diverse and is an essential stop for all
those interested in art and history.
The Hermitage's collections together
form an enormous museum complex: the
Winter Palace, the Small Hermitage, the Old
Hermitage and lastly the New Hermitage.
The Hermitage Theater, the private theater
of the Tsars, is a beautifully decorated amphitheater and still hosts regular lectures,
concerts, opera and ballet performances.
The experts say that if you were to spend
a minute looking at each exhibit on display
in the Hermitage, you would need 11 years
before you'd seen them all. We suggest you
opt for a guided tour instead!

Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya 34.
Tel: +7 (812) 311-3465, +7 (812) 219-8625
Tuesday to Saturday 10:30am to 6pm
Sundays and national holidays
10:30am to 5pm
Ticket offices close one hour before the
museum closes
N.B.! The Hermitage is closed on Mondays
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Caviar connoisseurs welcome
Overlooking St Isaacs Square, the exquisite Davidov Restaurant
offers contemporary cuisine combined with Russian classics by
the head chef, Colin Flood. Fashionable, and beloved by the belle
monde of St Petersburg, this is the ideal place to entertain amidst
flowing linen under the crystal chandeliers, on Villeroy & Boch porcelain.
The venison with mushroom sauce (1,575 r; $61.76) is a succulent
offering, tender and gamey, redolent of these northern climes. Or
for the same price try the Provencal Style Shrimps with Saffron Rice
which arrive at your table, with flames dancing. The zesty shrimps
are tender and this is a filling, healthy meal.
For a lighter snack, or to simply savour the best caviar in Russia,
try the Caviar Bar in Davidov, where even the most faint-hearted
find it hard to resist sampling Russia's traditional fare. There are
over 80 assorted vodkas to try, so allow plenty of time for a visit!
Every weekend, Davidov offers its "Russian Table" which is a bargain at 2,275 r ($90). Plates of salads, pickles and treasures from the
land and sea from the buffet are followed by pelmeni, then a main
course before completing your meal with dessert and coffee. Beer
is served throughout with 250 grams of vodka or a half bottle of
Champanskoye per person.

"Russian Table" is available on Thursday and Friday from
18:00-23:00, Saturday and holidays from 12:00-23:00.
Davidov Restaurant, Hotel Astoria, 39 Bolshaya Morskaya,
St Petersburg. Tel: +7 812 494-5815

Where Irish eyes are always smiling
The Shamrock Bar next to the Mariinsky (Kirov) Theater is an institution in St. Petersburg since the early 90's – just as the new Russia was
taking to its feet. Theater Square holds a special place in the entertainment and cultural life of St. Petersburg centered around the Mariinsky and the State Conservatory with the Shamrock smack in between.
Oddly, this Irish pub is the only place to get a bite to eat or drink on the square near the Mariinsky Theater. It's cozy and friendly, and
about as culturally distant from the imperial ballet theater as you can get, which doesn’t stop some of the dancers enjoying an after-performance drink here. They have created a unique Irish atmosphere in St. Petersburg centered on live Irish music, Irish spirits and beers,
and really good food (some Irish, some Russian, some whatever), with good prices. Excellent chicken kiev – yes, in an Irish pub! The ubiquitous Irish stew and Shepherd's Pie. Service is ok – no effusive Irish lasses here. Russian staff speaks English. Don’t be surprised if your
food arrives at different times. Fun spot to watch football on TV!
Stop by for a pint of Guinness or Murphy's after an unforgettable stroll along the Moika Canal from Nevsky Prospect. Or just sit around
for hours sipping your Jameson and listening to the best Irish music in town. Maybe if the craic is particularly good, you may even take
part in a wee sing-along about a lass named Peggy. Go see for yourself why everyone says that the only real Irish Pub in St. Petersburg is
The Shamrock.
27 Dekabristov Street (across from Mariinsky Theatre), St. Petersburg. Tel: (812) 570-4625

The British in St Petersburg
Do we really need to say anything about these Guys (elderly people, to
be precise)? There is hardly anyone who does not know who the Rolling
Stones are! Let’s get straight to the point. The legendary British will give
their one and only concert in St. Petersburg this year on the 28th of July.
The concert was supposed to take place last year, but the guitarist Kate
Richards fell ill and the show was transferred. This time “The Bigger Band”
(that’s, by the way, the name of their present world tour) will play not in the
Kirov stadium, as planned before, but in the Palace Square. The organizers
(PMI corporation) plan the audience of 40 thousand people: 20 thousand
will have seats while the other half will have to enjoy the “standing pits”.
The PMI had difficulties with the Hermitage museum, which is right on the
Palace Square, in terms of the sound level and fireworks. Besides, it took
extra measures (like closing some streets) to avoid any chance of pandemonium. The equipment for the show will arrive on 80-85 100 ton trucks.
The concert platform will consist of two stages connected with a bridge!
The Rolling Stones are not the only celebrities visiting St. Petersburg this
month. Elton John (another Brit!) is performing on 6 July. It is his fifth visit
to Russia but previously the priority was given to Moscow. The press keeps
silent about the details of the grand event in the Palace Square. Hopefully
this time his private jet will not have any problems landing at St. Petersburg
airport. On his last visit he had to spend quite some time circling above
Moscow.
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Elton John
Palace Square
July 6
19:30
price: 2000 – 30 000 r.

Rolling Stones
Palace Square
July 28
19:00
price: 3000 – 20 000 r.

St Petersburg Pages

The best address
in St Petersburg
By Annet Kulyagina
Arguably the best address to stay, if you are
visiting St Petersburg, is Nevsky Prospekt,
Mikhailovskaya Ulitsa 1/7, where what has
been called the most luxurious hotel in
St Petersburg, The Grand Hotel Europe, is
located in the very heart of the city's historical center and in the middle of its major
business and shopping areas. The Grand
Hotel Europe skillfully combines a rich history going back to 1830 and turn-of-thecentury elegance, with excellent modern
facilities and impeccable service.
This is a national and cultural landmark
and is preserved as an historical monument.
The Grand Hotel Europe has traditionally
played host to celebrities from all over the
world and from all walks of life. Pyotr Tchaikovsky spent his honeymoon here, and for
Ivan Turgenev there was no better place in
the whole of St. Petersburg. Grigori Rasputin dined here, as did George Bernard Shaw
with Maxim Gorky. Dmitri Shostakovich
played a sonata for Sergei Prokofiev in the
latter's suite, and Elton John performed in
L'Europe Restaurant. Former US President
Bill Clinton rested in the Lidval Suite. Actress Jane Fonda cooked her own food at
the hotel, while Queen Elizabeth II praised
the hotel's kitchen.
The hotel is a leisurely walk to the Hermitage Museum, and other attractions
from the Mariinsky Theatre to the Church
of Christ's Resurrection, (usually called
Our Savior of the Blood, as it is built on
the site of Tsar Nicholas II’s assassination in
1881) and from the Summer Garden, one
of the city’s original parks to the Kazanskiy
Cathedral, erected to commemorate the
heroes of the Patriotic War (1812-1815).  

On Nevsky Prospekt coach tours depart
throughout the day to outlying attractions
such as Peterhof, 29 km from St. Petersburg, on the southern coast of the Gulf of
Finland, which Peter the Great chose as his
official summer residence.
Following an extensive renovation program between 1989 and 1991, the Grand
Hotel Europe won international recognition
for its quality and service, became a member of "The Leading Hotels of the World"
and received various awards accolades for
being "the best hotel in Eastern Europe".
Under the management of Orient Express,
the Grand Hotel Europe offers guests the
highest levels of service and comfort and
is the ultimate luxury choice for a stay in
Russia's Northern Capital.
For fine dining and a superb wine card,
nothing can beat the Grand Hotel Europe.
Journey around the world, sampling a
taste of the many different cuisines offered in four restaurants. The Caviar Bar
specialises in Russian caviars and vodkas,
Rossi's brings a touch of the Mediterranean
with its Italian menu, Chopsticks brings
the Far East much nearer and L'Europe
promises elegant French and English
dishes. There’s also a Lobby Bar and a Mezzanine Café, which offer unique settings to
relax during the day and provide a perfect
meeting places for a drink and light lunch
or snacks in the evening.
The Grand Hotel Europe offers its guests
gracious elegance and luxurious comfort,
something that St. Petersburg has not
seen since the era of the Tsars. The Hotel
has three hundred and one rooms and
suites of truly exceptional quality, replete
with handsome period furnishings, tasteful

décor and a generous sense of space and
comfort.
Guests may choose from several different classes of rooms and suites,
from eighty-eight Classic Standard rooms
through Classic Historic Rooms and Belle
Chambres up to the Presidential Suites and
the ultimate in luxury, the Imperial Suite.
The complete second and third floors are
no smoking areas.
A stay here is truly unforgettable, with
luxury oozing from every corner and attentive service at your beck and call, even if you
are not on the Butler service floors. Regular
summer rates start at 18,000 rubles ($705)
or so for a standard room per night, dropping to 11,000 rubles ($431) in low season.
Why not splurge and take advantage
of the hotel’s Escape to Saint Petersburg
package and discover the city's stunning
cultural heritage with a three night stay including an exciting program with a tour of
the Hermitage Museum, a performance at
the Mariinsky Theatre, and an excursion to
Pushkin including a visit to the Catherine
Palace.
The package includes airport transfers,
Grand Buffet Breakfast daily in the Europe
Restaurant, Russian caviar tasting, and
lunch in “Podvorje”, a Russian restaurant
in Pushkin. Rates are high season (MayJuly and September) 35,117 rubles ($1,377)
and low season (August and the rest of the
year) 29,082 Rubles ($1,140) per room per
night.

The Grand Hotel Europe
St Petersburg
7 (812) 329-6000
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Retail news
Shopaholic Guide 2007 launched in Russia
Value Retail and Vogue Russia co-hosted an intimate lunch for Russian style journalists, luxury brand executives and fashion industry leaders at the end of May to celebrate the launch in Russia of Shopaholic’s Guide 2007.
The aim is to heighten awareness of the nine Cic Outlet Shopping Villages managed
by Value Retail across Europe. Desiree Bollier, CEO of Value Retail, was at the launch in
Vogue Café along with Aliona Doletskaya, Editor of Vogue Russia and Natalia Gandurina, Managing Director at Conde Nast Russia.
The Shopaholics Guide, which appears this summer inside the summer editions
of Vanity Fair, Conde Nast Traveller and Vogue Russia, is a slick little manual full of
expert and insider tips and information to help uncover the delights of Chic Outlet
Shopping.

Bicester Village, England

Mercury ushers in Ralph Lauren
Polo Ralph Lauren has opened a flagship store in franchisee Mercury’s prestigious
downtown Tretyakovsky Passazh alongside the likes of Ferrari, Bentley, Armani, Breitling, Chopard, Faberge and Tiffany who are all represented by Mercury. Luxury
goods make up 10% of retail sales in Russia according to researcher Fashion Consulting, quoted by Bloomberg. The retail market is said to be worth $270 billion and may
grow 17% next year. Polo also opened a small store in Mercury’s Barvikha Luxury Village located on the Rublovka Highway, lined with the homes of Russia’s super-rich.
The opening was lauded by the US Embassy in Moscow which distributed news releases and hosted a launch event.
“The Russian consumer will be able to experience my vision for the first time and it
is thrilling,” Lauren said in a statement distributed at the launch party.

TopShop on a roll in Russia
The British high street fashion leader opened its flagship Russian store last November
in Evropeiskiy Trade & Entertainment Centre. Already franchisor ENROF has opened
another two outlets in Moscow, in Okhotniy Ryad Trading Centre on Manezhnaya
Square and in Mega Belaya Dacha. In Saint-Petersburg have two outlets - in hypermarkets Mega Dybenko and Mega Parnas. In October 2007 they are planning to launch
one more store in Saint-Petersburg - in the city centre, in Sennaya Street. They are also
negotiating with Krasnodar and Rostov to launch stores in these cities.

Da Vinci presents a new Fani Gioielli
Collection
The new Fani Gioielli collection is inspired by the elite European travelers of the 18th
Century: where those of noble birth took the Grand Tour in which Italy was a prime
destination and the search for beauty in all its expressions was a prime goal. Maria
Grazia De Rosi Bonifazi who designed the collection has been inspired by Italian cities
and Italian islands to evoke the traditions, landscapes and romance capable of re-creating the unique beauty of Italian aesthetics in a contemporary key. Thus, from north
to south, gathered in a “cahier des souvenirs” we can rediscover handmade Italian
craftsmanship, that reveals “Made in Italy” in the most authentic sense of the term.
There is something truly unique about this collection; these bags are the authentic
expression of Italian craft talent, interpreting the Fani Gioielli Grand Tour. Bags that
are transformed into exclusive jewels to be worn as supremely exclusive style accessories.
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People on the move
Mathieu GREPPO

has been appointed Director of Operations in Moscow's
Marriott Grand Hotel, responsible for all the hotel’s departments. Born in France,
Greppo (35) graduated from Paul Bocuse School in Lyon, France in hotel management.
“Most of my childhood was spend living in hotels with my diplomat parents. I
always loved the atmosphere in hotels, the attention to detail, the refined service.
Therefore moving to the hospitality industry was natural for me”, he says.
He started in 1993 at the Le Grand Hotel Intercontinental in Paris, France, as assistant Banquet Service Manager. Muscovites may remember him from 2001-2004
when he was Director of F&B at the Baltschug Kempinski. In 2005 he transferred to
Kempinski Ishtar hotel in Jordan which was his last appointment before joining Marriott, back in Moscow.
Mathieu GREPPO

Bradley MAZUREK has joined TerraLink as Business Line Manager. He will be
managing development of TerraLink’s line of ECM integration products (Maximo Integration, Bentley Microstation Integration, OCR Auto Indexer, etc). This will include
developing new integration products, planning roadmaps and overseeing the evolution of existing products.
Prior to joining TerraLink Mr Mazurek worked for 9 years in Open Text Corporation
performing research, development, integration and customization of content management systems across a wide range of projects. He has wide experience in IT and a
Master’s Degree in Computer Science. Open Text is the largest independent vendor
of Enterprise Content Management solutions, and TerraLink is the largest Open Text
partner in Russia in terms of implementations and specialists. He will also be responsible for TerraLink’s offshore development business and for consulting and mentoring developers in their work with Open Text products.  

Hans WICKS has been appointed Vice President, Sales and Marketing, for the
Bradley MAZUREK

Center for Business Skills Development “CBSD Thunderbird Russia”. CBSD, founded
in 1994, develops and provides business training, management development and
personnel assessment to both Russian and international companies throughout the
CIS. Prior to joining CBSD, Hans Wicks was Chairman of the Board and Economic Advisor to Kuban Airlines. Mr. Wicks came to Russia in 2001 as General Representative
of Delta Air Lines.

Varun GUPTA has joined Allen & Overy's capital markets practice in Moscow as

Varun GUPTA

a partner bolstering its growing presence in this key market for its clients. Mr Gupta is
a leading capital markets lawyer in the Russian market, having advised on a number
of ground-breaking Russian IPOs, including flotations on the London Stock Exchange
and the New York Stock Exchange. Varun has also advised on a number of substantial
debt transactions.
Commenting on the appointment, Tony Humphrey, global head of Allen & Overy's
Russian Practice Group, said: "Varun's appointment underlines the strategic importance we are placing on the development of our Russian and CIS practice. It also
highlights the growing demand we are experiencing from our clients for top quality
legal advice in what is a strategically important emerging market. "
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by John Bonar
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Business

Nine West Footwear
seeks a win-win-win situation in Russia
Tom Gibb, President of the US footwear corporation’s international division, says Nine West and its partner in Russia, the Apparel
Group, are committed to offering fashion footwear at an affordable price.
“We want the consumer to win, the licensee to win and the company to
win,” he told Passport during a recent trip to Moscow.
“We can supply our consumer with go to work shoes, go to play shoes
and go to cocktail party shoes,” he added.
Nine West operates in 57 countries through 13 licensees Gibb told
Passport. “We like to grow from within,” he quipped, pointing out that
this way “we know each other”.
This is the case with their Russian partner, the Dubai-based Apparel
Group, with whom they work in a number of countries. Apparel Group
operates 228 stores in the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Oman, India, Poland, Singapore, Jordan, Thailand and Malaysia before opening in Russia
where they already have four Nine West stores. Apparel works with 29
brands including Tommy Hilfiger, Bally and Mango.
Working with Nine West they already have four stores operating in
Russia – one each in Moscow (Yevropeisky Mall) and Nizhny Novgorod
(Mega Mall) and two in St Petersburg.
“Russia is a challenging market,” said Gibb. “The most important consideration for us was choosing the right partner. We particularly needed
a partner who could get us into prime real estate and who would work
with us to protect the image of the brand.”
“I am a firm believer that you only get one opportunity to launch ,
and you have to launch correctly; otherwise you harm the brand,” Gibb
said as we sat in the Balchug Kempinski with Govind Bharwani, Apparel
Group’s General Manager from Dubai, and Ashwani Chopra, the group’s
country manager from Russia.
Nine West was founded in 1977 by Jerome Fisher and Vince Camuto as
a women's fashion footwear brand. Taking the name from its first address
at 9 West 57th Street in New York City , Nine West was one of the first companies to utilize the expertise in leather and shoemaking in Brazil. Nine
West quickly became known for style and quality at an affordable price.
In 1997, Nine West added handbags and small leather goods as a natural
extension to the brand. Through licensing agreements, Nine West grew
into a total lifestyle brand with sunglasses, legwear, outerwear, jewelry,
belts, watches, cold weather accessories, hats, and eyewear.
Once known only for shoes, Nine West is now a trusted fashion advisor
in every category. Nine West offers a quick edit of the runways - pinpointing the “must-have” looks through the Hot 9. Consumers have come to
rely on the Hot 9 for the latest and hottest looks each season.
The company delivers a large variety of high quality and modern fashion, sportswear and accessories to aspirational, chic women “who demand what's hot and what's new” and their push into Russia can only be
helped by their recent adoption of international model, Natasha Poly, a
Russian native with Slavic features and a versatile frame, as the ‘face’ of
Nine West.
With the Apparel Group they have been in Russia nine months, but
studied the market for over two years. They are here to stay and likely to
open many more stores in the near future.
“This could be second only to China in size of market for us,” said Gibb.
“ And I suspect that our boots will be a big seller here. There’s not much
demand for them in Dubai,” he quipped.
As well as opening malls and shopping centers, Nine West is searching
for a high street flagship store location in Moscow.
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Value-added shopping
throughout Europe
By John Bonar
Desiree Bollier, the CEO of Value Retail, is a
dynamic, tightly packaged lady who exudes
energy as she bounces into the upstairs
lounge at the fashionable GQ Bar.
Value Retail operates nine Chic Outlet
Shopping villages around Europe, each conveniently close to a major city and hosting up
to a hundred fully branded outlets offering
famous name products at huge discounts.
What’s the secret?
They are selling last season’s or last year’s
collections and they are selling them in a
countryside location far from the high overhead of Europe’s most fashionable high
fashion streets.
Why is she here?
“We have a great collection of shopping
villages in interesting tourist locations, with
local gourmet dining options and Russians,
we have discovered, have a voracious appetite for fashion and quality. Our shopping
concept is ideal for opening a dialogue with
the Russian consumer”.
Since opening their first village at Bicester
in the English countryside midway between
London and Birmingham in 1995, Value Retail has spread, creating chic retail environments complete with cafes and restaurants
close to Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Milan, Brussels, Frankfurt, Munich and most recently,
Dublin.
“We get three million visitors a year and
30% of them are international tourists”, says
Ms. Bollier.
Increasingly they are noticing an upsurge
in Russian visitors, particularly in Barcelona
and Paris.
“Yes, it’s an American concept, but adapted
and fine tuned for Europe. Each of our villages is bespoke for the area where they are and
reflect the country they are in. The brands in
14
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each village differ from area to area and usually include local but national brands which
complement the multinational brands. Each
village is architecturally different, but they
are all in a rural setting with green and lush
countryside around them”.
“Brands are creating more collections than
ever before”, interposed David Blanchard,
Value Retail’s Group Retail and Marketing
Director.
“Typically they will do six collections a
year,” he told me. “They sell these at full price
in their flagship stores, and what’s not sold
after the end of season sales they liquidate
at pence in the pound”.
Now, instead of losing control over their
merchandise, the big name brands from Polo
and Ralph Lauren to Versace and Villeroy &
Boch to Christian Lacroix are selling them,
heavily discounted (up to 70% off), through
their own outlets in Value Retail’s villages.
Ms Bollier insists that “there is no hint
of cheap,” in the villages. “They sell quality products, and no damaged goods. The
integrity of the proposition is extremely
important. We are serving a fashion savvy,
value conscious, aspirational customer”, she
says.
“We operate like a department store. We
have a commitment to brands and fashion. We add value. We try to understand
the brand and assist with staffing and even
with the decorating of the display windows.
Right down to the branded shopping bags
the customers take out of every outlet, the
experience should equal that of visiting a
brand’s flagship store”.
Like a department store, Value Retail collects
a percentage of all the boutiques’ turnover.
The concept is working. Mr. Blanchette
quotes figures that are staggering. For Japa-

nese tourists to the UK, Bicester Village is the
second most visited destination after Windsor Castle.
Of all VAT refunds claimed by Indian visitors to the UK, Value Retail accounts for 10%
of them. For Chinese tourists, Bicester is second only to London in attracting visitors.
“We have had a staggering success with
tourism,” he says.
“It’s very interesting to see the trends:
Increasing numbers of South Americans visiting Madrid’s Las Rozas Village; more Russians shopping at Paris’ La Vallee Village.”
Each village hosts between fifty-five to a
hundred plus designer boutiques.
The typical London customer for Bicester
Village is a West End resident, who comes
twice a year during the week with a friend.
“They come up early”, says Mr. Blanchard.
“This is not a convenience shop. Our customer will browse around picking up items
for herself, her children, her husband and
her home. While they are there, they will
have lunch and make a day of it.
“For other customers, it is a once in a lifetime visit. They may have read about us in a
magazine in Shanghai and they have a sense
of discovering the products and enjoying an
interesting experience”.
On word of mouth recommendations,
tourists are flocking through Value Retail Villages and spending between 200 and 500
Euros each per visit.
“We work hard so they enjoy the luxury of
spending less,” quips Mr. Blanchard quoting
a slogan coined by a fashion magazine. Ms.
Bollier says her biggest joy is “watching the
jaw-dropping surprise on people’s faces,”
when she takes them to one of the villages for
a visit. “How much time did you say we could
have here, is what they always ask”.

Business

Do Svidaniya DFID
By Ian Mitchell
After fifteen years, the British government’s Department for
International Development (DFID) is pulling out of Russia.
Some people think this is a good thing, as it shows that the
country is now able to stand on its own feet; others consider
it unfortunate, as a source of outside influence will be lost in
many parts of the country which otherwise do not have strong
international connections.
DFID came to Russia in the early 1990’s when the sudden
transition from socialism to capitalism left large numbers of
people very badly off economically. The average per capita
income in the country dropped by 75% in less than five years.
The British government was one of the many nations which
came to the aid of Russians in economic distress. It did this in
a variety of ways; the Department of International Development was one of them.
DFID supported development schemes in rural areas, where
much of the worst poverty was, and is, still found. It supported AIDS relief plans and other public health initiatives. It also
helped Russians develop their own version of the enterprise
culture which had taken root in many parts of the British economy in the years since the Margaret Thatcher era of economic
development in the UK.
But DFID did not confine itself to charitable and humanitarian operations, but also, as befits a government agency
in a country which considers itself well-managed, proffered
advice on civil service reform and other administrative improvements. It made efforts to help improve the Russian state
pension system – ironically at a time when Britain’s pension
system was put under severe strain by actions of Britain’s own
government.
Mikhail Dimitriev, the President of the Center for Strategic
Research within the Russian ministry of Economic Development and Trade, describes the lessons his Ministry has learned.
He states, “Britain, used to be a global empire and has had a
lot of experience in running big geographical areas with small
governmental staffing. These skills are more or less retained
by the civil service in Britain”.
Andrey Sharov, Director of the Department for Economic
Regulations in the same Ministry, appreciates British public

sector culture, especially the way in which not only the public
but the civil servants themselves have their interests looked
after by the system. Specifically, he says, “It has been extremely useful to collaborate with a nation like Britain because I read
the memoirs of Margaret Thatcher: When she came to power,
her first initiative was to reduce the number of officials, cut
salaries and eliminate many of the upper levels of the bureaucracy. But after a year she raised their salaries as she realised
how hard their work is.”
Other Russians see the departure of DFID in a different light.
Though they appreciate what the organisation has done, they
take pride in the fact that Russia is no longer on a list of donor
countries which includes Albania, Tajikistan, Zimbabwe and
the Windward Islands.
The agency that developed into the DFID was established
under the Colonial Development Act of 1929. In 1964, with
Britain shedding its colonies, it became the Ministry of Overseas Development. It was downgraded to Agency status by
Margaret Thatcher very soon after she became Prime Minister
in 1979. It was under that name that it came to Russia in 1992.
It was only in 1997 that the present structure of the DFID was
inaugurated, with a Cabinet Minister at the head. Today, the
Minister is Hilary Benn MP, the son of the famous Tony Benn.
In the last five years DFID has spent £18 billion worldwide, and
committed over £50 million of development assistance to Russia alone, representing nearly 0.3% of the Department’s global
spending.
For further details on DFID, contact the Public Enquiry Point,
whose telephone helpline is open from 10:00-16:00 (GMT/
BST), Monday-Friday. A message service is available at other
times.
Tel: +44 (0) 135 584 3132 (from outside the UK)
Email: enquiry@dfid.gov.uk
Or write to:
The Department for International Development
1 Palace Street,
London SW1E 5HE
UK

needs Sales/Marketing Manager to develop and lead a sales team
Successful applicant will be English/Russian speaker, dynamic self starter with ability to produce results

send CV to: jortega@passportmagazine.ru
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Andreas Romanos moves on,
having rebuilt the AEB
By John Bonar

Andreas Romanos, CEO of the Association of European Businesses for the last three
years, is moving on. Romanos has transformed the AEB from a business club on the
peripheral edge of the Russian business community to a vibrant and key player in that
fast changing world.

Andreas Romanos, CEO of the Association
of European Businesses
Andreas Romanos, CEO of the Association of European Businesses for the last three years, is moving
on. Romanos has transformed the AEB from a business club on the peripheral edge of the Russian
business community to a vibrant and key player in
that fast changing world.
Talking to Passport, Romanos acknowledges that
“a lot has been achieved,” but is quick to point out
that “the achievement is not mine alone. We have
two boards, an audit commission, some twenty
committee chairpersons and their deputies, a dedicated staff, and now over 500 members all of whom
are playing their part.”
When he joined in the autumn of 2004 he found
a demoralized staff that had been without a CEO for
almost a year, were faced with a shrinking membership and a substantial financial deficit that had been
growing for several years.
“To cap it all I had to share my office with some
small furry rodents,” the multi-lingual, dynamic
Greek recalls.
Since then the operation of the AEB has turned
around. The mounting losses were stopped for the
first time in 2004 and today the deficit is all but paid
off. Income, in line with membership, has risen by
50% by the end of 2006.
“In addition we diversified our product offering
and income base, providing an enhanced service to
our members and reducing our reliance on membership fees alone. Conferences and the introduction of new publications played major roles. All of
this also helped to improve staff morale, the morale
of our working committees and, by extension, our
reputation among the business and diplomatic
communities,” recounts Romanos. “Even board
meetings became peaceful!”
He recalls the speech by Ambassador Marc
Franco at the 10th anniversary celebrations of the
AEB at the end 2005. The European Union Ambassador commented that when he had first arrived in
16
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Moscow in late 2004, he had not been impressed by
the AEB as an organization. The Ambassador said he
was happy to have been able to revise that opinion.
“Since that speech we have continued to engage
more closely with the Delegation of the European
Commission and with all areas of the Russian authorities, both Federal and Regional,” says Romanos.
“I was brought into the AEB as a businessman and
the AEB now functions far, far more effectively as
a business than when I arrived. Could it be better?
Of course it could. How much better is for others to
judge,” the CEO said candidly.
“We have expended a lot of energy over the past
three years – by that I mean particularly the staff
– and could have channeled that energy in different
directions. There have certainly been fierce arguments. But overall we have been in the happy, if difficult process of growth and practically any growth
is good. In any case, it will be for my successor to
decide with the board how best to implement the
strategy we have defined over the past months and
then get to implementing it.”
How does talk about Russian-European Community relations being at an all time low affect business
relations?
“This is a recurring theme,” he acknowledged,
“and the answer tends, with variations, to be the
same. Business in Russia is good. Business confidence is high. There are major irritants as in any relationship. In the end, business people will find ways of
doing business however hard politicians argue and
however black the press might paint the picture.”
When asked about the frustrations of doing business here, Romanos risks a tirade:
“I’ve recently taken my medical tests for a work
permit renewal and it is a reflection of something
bigger. A major frustration in the medical test process was lack of information: Which clinics can you
go to? Who do you go to for information at the venereal disease clinic? I still haven’t found out. How long
does the process really take? Are certified results
from abroad acceptable? The same lack of exact
information has haunted the adoption of the new
registration procedure. If the process was known
from the start; by its victims as well as the officials
responsible for the process, the burden would be
less,” Romanos says.
“You can extend this argument to far more ‘macro’ issues than my syphilis test. I am sure that energy
companies would find doing business in Russia a

great deal less frustrating if the rules on investments
in strategic industries were set out clearly and, of
course, then adhered to.”
“The same with tax claims,” Romanos continues,
“there is too much left open to interpretation, not
to mention the substantial financial exposures that
result. And then, of course, there is the bureaucracy
and the corruption.”
I risk calling forth further wrath by asking if there
is any chance of these issues being resolved.
“I think it was Abel Aganbegyan who once said
something about anyone trying to forecast anything in Russia is a fool. Presumably he was talking
about the economy, but the same applies here. It
can only be hoped that at some point the pace of
reform will resume and that Russia will complete
its transition into whatever it resolves to become.
At that point we can hopefully expect the stability of established rules of the game and, hopefully
again, the fully independent rule of law to guide us
through any ambiguities.”
On a lighter note, Romanos, who speaks fluent
Russian, recalls an incident from when he was a
business executive in Russia, in an earlier time.
“It was at the banya, during my visit to the Poltava mine that is now in Ukraine, but then was still
the same country, and visits by Western managers
were still fairly rare and were marked by the full
treatment: feasting, vodka, banya, quick dip in the
Dnieper, more vodka, samogon when we had finished the vodka and back into the banya, etc. Taking part in all of this was this wiry, wrinkled miner
who had been looking at me with a twinkle in his
eye all evening. During our last visit to the banya
he revealed what lay behind his twinkle as he sat
on my rump thrashing me for all he was worth with
the steaming birch branch leaves and screeching,
or: ‘I have always dreamt of beating a capitalist!’ as
I screamed back, ‘I love Lenin, I love Lenin!’ Looking
back it always makes me smile, although I’m not
sure it seemed funny at the time, just like the 16hour train ride home the next day with the smelly
smoked fish and the cockroaches, but then that is
another story…”
Romanos leaves with many happy memories
of the AEB, but a particularly satisfactory one was
standing in the office in the early days sharing a joke
with a few of the staff members when a board member walked in. He stopped, smiled and just said, “It’s
good to hear people laughing in this place.”

Real Estate

Russian real estate investment
interests international funds
By Daniel Demytrie, Senior Research Analyst and James Corrigan,
Associate Director, Capital Markets, Jones Lang LaSalle
Russia has succeeded in making considerable progress in achieving macro-economic stabilization in 2006. Robust economic growth, supported by high raw
materials prices, a consumer boom and
rising investor confidence is making Russia a preferred destination for investment
capital. A stable economic outlook reflects a balance of strong financial ratios
and political risks.
Russia’s GDP growth in 2006 was 6.7%
compared to 6.4% in 2005 and was largely
propelled by global oil prices, along with
an increase in labor and industrial productivity.
Inflation in 2006 was 9.7%; 3% down
from the 2005 level. Falling producer price
inflation also indicates easing inflationary
pressure.
As of February 2007, Russia had the
world’s third-largest currency reserves:
$304.6 billion, a stabilization fund of $99.7
billion, and an investment fund for strategic projects of $2.6 billion.
Foreign direct investment volume for
the Russia Federation in 2006 was $33 billion, which is more than the last two years’
cumulative average. We expect the economy to continue to benefit from this inflow
in 2007 as economic fundamentals remain
strong and political stability remains.
Current investment ratings for Russia are
stable and attractive: Standard & Poor’s
(BBB+), Moody’s (Baa2) and Fitch (BBB+).
Investment activity in the real estate
market in 2006 demonstrated significant
growth. Investment volume grew by more
than 800%, compared to 2005. Foreign
investors have focused on Russia due to
substantially higher yields than in their
core markets. The leading foreign interest
has come from Austria, Germany, UK, US
and Scandinavia. Russia remains notable

among the emerging real estate markets
in the substantial inflow of investors from
varied locations along with strong local
investment.
In 2006 the focus of investment activity
was the retail sector due to the constant
growth of personal incomes followed by
retailer demand for shopping centers. The
share of investments into retail property
assets in 2006 amounted to 40% of total
investment volume. The retail market was
the most attractive sector of the regional
investment market in 2006. Prime yields in
the regions are approximately 150-200 basis points over prime yields in Moscow. We
anticipate all sectors to continue a high
rate of investment growth through 2007,
particularly in retail, warehousing and office space.
In 2006 the commercial real estate investment volume in Russia reached 3.4 billion euros ($4.2 billion) setting an all-time
high market record. While this is nearly
nine times more than in 2005, the figure is
still behind Poland with 5 billion euros and
well behind Western European markets
like Germany (50 billion euros) or the UK
(80 billion euros), suggesting room for significant growth for years to come.
While Russia is traditionally compared
to its Central and Eastern European neighbors as an emerging market economy, it is
now demonstrating a trend in commercial
property acquisitions and sales that suggests that the Russian investment market
is on track to develop in a fundamentally
different way. For an emerging property
market, the Russian investment horizon is
looking distinctly long term and mature.
The property investment market in Russia continues to maintain a very strong
domestic component. Local investors accounted for at least 44% of investment

transactions by volume in 2006. Similar
figures for Poland, the Czech Republic and
Hungary were a meager 2%, 6% and 8%
respectively. Western European markets
demonstrated a distinctly different composition, with domestic capital taking a
healthy market share of 18%, 23% and 48%
(Germany, France and UK respectively).
In European markets strong domestic
capital seems to signal market maturity
and healthy competition between international and domestic capital. For the Russian property market this means that market practice and investor expectations will
mature alongside yield compression and
capital value appreciation.
The short term capital injections and
withdrawals commonly associated with
more volatile markets will play an insignificant role in Russian property investment,
leaving the market more sustainable and
attractive for the long term.
In Russia investor confidence stems
from the country’s long term potential.
Long term, low risk players such as pension funds, mutual funds and insurance
companies (institutional capital) are becoming aware of the shift in wealth that
is occurring on a global level, in particular
in relation to the so-called BRIC countries
(Brazil, Russia, India and China).
As the accumulation of capital, global
shift in wealth, and growing sophistication of the Russian financial sector continues, we expect Russian investors to hold
on to a sizeable market share of investment even as the Russian market becomes
increasingly exposed to western institutional capital.
This material is taken from the Moscow City
Profile published by Jones Lang LaSalle in
March 2007 and reproduced with permission.
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Some high-end dachas still available
By Katya Sutton
In Moscow, “going native” can mean knowing when to leave the city for respite from the
city heat. Sweltering summer weekends see
the capital cleared out of inhabitants, who
have fled to the serenity of a dacha in the
country. Residents without their own piece
of real estate aren’t condemned to sweat it
out until September – they can rent.
The expansion of out-of-town properties, which began in the mid-1990’s, hit its
peak between 2003 and 2005. According to
real estate agency Intermark Savills, in that
three-year period, the market grew by 40
percent, as demand increased among wellto-do Russians and expatriates who joined
the hunt for a comfortable piece of property outside the congested city. For some, the
move was permanent: commute to work,
and enjoy the space, quiet and higher air
quality of suburban life all year round. Others are content to lease a place for weekend
escapes, usually just in the warm months.
Ideally, a renter begins searching for a
summer dacha before April, when there is
a decreased activity in the market. By the
end of May, most choice properties have
been leased for the summer. Predictably,
renting a dacha for the “high season,” May
to September, is markedly more expensive
than during the “low season,” and one receives a significant discount on signing a
year-long lease. A monthly lease is also an
option, but more expensive.

2

Many of Moscow’s high-end dachas are
located in guarded compounds to the
west of the city, between Pyatnitskoye
Shosse and Kaluzhskoye Shosse. “Demand
for properties to rent in organized dacha
compounds exceeds supply, especially in
the most popular compounds,” Alexander Bychkov, head of the department of
out-of-town real estate at Intermark Savills, told On Rublyovka. Serebryany Bor,
Pokrovskiye Hills, Rosinka, Chaika and Le
Meridien Moscow Country Club are among
the most sought-after compounds. Dachas
in these elite neighborhoods, which typically run from $2,500 to $20,000 a month,
come with a host of lavish add-ons: pools,
saunas, entertainment systems, gyms,
guest-houses and, of course, a community
of distinguished neighbors. Renters of Le
Meridien’s 18th-century style dachas are allowed to tee off without having to buy an
additional golf club membership.
The potential dacha renter need not
be the type who rubs shoulders with the

1	
VESHKI – 2
700 sq.m 3-level house located 3 km from MKAD along Altufyevskoye
Highway. 4 cozy bedrooms, 5 full bathrooms, living room with a fire
place, winter garden, sauna with a swimming pool. Tennis court, swimming pool, barbeque and guest house on the territory. The settlement is
guarded, video intercom system.
$14,000 / month
2	
SOFYINO
Nice 4-level, 420 sq. m house located along Kievskoe Highway, 25 km
from the MKAD. 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, fully equipped kitchen, living
room with fireplace. Swimming pool, sauna, arbour with brazier, good
territory. Professional security, video intercom.
$13,000 / month

Abramovichs of the world; in fact the majority of the properties on the market are
not compound leases, but iz ruk v ruki
(hand-to-hand) deals with private renters,
which are much cheaper. A modestly sized
two-story dacha (under 180 square meters)
within striking distance of the city can be
had for upwards of $1,500 per month, although amenities are often limited to basic plumbing. However, bargain deals may
come with hidden expenses, such as landlords who drop by unexpectedly or who
do not see it as their responsibility to fix a
leaky pipe. In order to head off any unpleasant confrontations, Bychkov recommends
finding your dacha and then drawing up a
contract with the help of a professional real
estate agency.
In any case, he advises the prospective
renter to inspect the dacha thoroughly
before agreeing to a lease, lest a place of
rest turns into a source of anxiety. “Pay attention to whether there’s security on the
compound or individual property, whether
there’s organized maintenance services,
parking spaces or garages, and to the quality of the engineering,” Bychkov says. With
the dacha essentials squared away, the harried Muscovite can kick back and reap the
benefits of a tangible life improvement.
Summer in the city becomes more bearable knowing there’s an escape, if only for
the weekend.

3
KURKINO
270 sq. m townhouse located 1 km from MKAD along Leningradskoe
Highway. 4 levels, 5 rooms, 4 bedrooms, studio, mansarda 60 sq.m., 3.5
bathrooms, air conditioning, heated floor, satellite TV. Secure territory.
Offered furnished / unfurnished.
$9,000 / month
AKSAKOVO
600 sq. m three-storied house located 18 km from MKAD along Dmitrovskoe Highway. Beach and yacht club nearby. Well-developed infrastructure. Garage (2 places). Moscow phone number. Water purification
system. Technical floor 46 sq. m.
$10,000 / month

For more Information contact IntermarkSavill's (495) 775 2240
Photos Courtesy of IntermarkSavill's
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A Londoner’s Sunday
Piers Gladstone abandons the tourist trails and the glitzy West End to take us off the beaten track in London.
It is 8:15 am on a Sunday morning. A smartly dressed lady is holding a large potted plant she has just bought. “How should I look
after it?” she asks the flower trader. “Every morning, give it egg and bacon darling,” he replies with a cheeky grin on his face.
Columbia Road Flower Market, which is
in the heart of the East End of London, is a
small and narrow street in a residential area
that bursts into life every Sunday morning
when flower traders set up their stalls on either side of a fifty-metre stretch. Historically, the City (London’s financial district) and
the western suburbs of London have seen
different classes living side by side, but
not in the East End, which has always been
inhabited by the working classes and the
poor since the 1600’s. This has now started
to change, as artists, designers, new media
companies and, more recently, young professionals have been moving into the area
since the 1990’s. The East End has, however,
been able to keep its unique atmosphere.
From all directions the cockney traders
are hawking their wares at the top of their
voices. “Eight pounds an orchid – that’s silly
money!” “Four pots of daffodils for a fiver!”
“Any three shrubs for a tenner! Pick whichever ones you like.” In a riot of colour; flowers, shrubs and boxes of bulbs cascade from
the sidewalk into the middle of the road.
We head straight for the pub, The Royal
Oak, which opens at 8 am every Sunday
so that traders and customers can have a
20
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beer and an English breakfast. The doors
are locked and there are no lights on inside.
“Closed for refurbishment, mate,” says the
nearest flower trader. He tells us where we
can find some breakfast as three young and
fashionably dressed men stagger towards
the pub, still enjoying their night out. They
try the doors before weaving off down the
pavement.
We sit in a courtyard of a small industrial building, the brickwork worn by the
centuries, drinking coffee and eating sausage sandwiches. Friends are gathering
and chatting. An old gentleman in a tweed
jacket stands with a bacon sandwich in his
right hand and his Sunday newspapers
tucked under his left arm. By his feet sits a
large bunch of flowers. A couple sip their
cappuccinos and discuss what size of potted shrubs they should buy to go on either
side of their front door.
More early morning Londoners arrive
at the market as the spring sun starts to
peek over the tops of the houses. It is not
too crowded and people take their time,
slowly making their way from stall to stall.
The atmosphere is friendly and relaxed as
traders and strangers say good-morning to

each other. In the distance people can be
seen walking off down the streets clutching armfuls of flowers and shrubs.
The small old-fashioned shops that line
Columbia Road are a mix of the new and
the old, reflecting the tastes of those who
come here each week. “Mad Fashion Bitch”
stands opposite “Lee’s Sea Foods,” whose
sign looks at least thirty years old. There
are old-fashioned workingmen’s cafes next
door to shops displaying designer clothes,
antiques and perfume. There is a traditional
bakery as well as a new stylish tapas bar.
The past and the present effortlessly mix
and co-exist here.
The adjacent streets are entirely residential and would look poor and run down in
any other part of London. Here, they are
awash with colour; shrubs and palm trees
in the flowerbeds, hanging gardens and
window boxes on each of the balconies. It
seems that locals as well as people from
other parts of London are keen for their
flowers.
We cross Bethnal Green and make our
way towards Whitechapel. In the middle of
the green stands a four meter high metal
sculpture of four football players. Two CCTV

Travel
cameras pointing in opposite directions
have been added to the top of the sculpture. This is inner city London reflecting its
view of the world through art.

The Whitechapel Gallery was established in 1901 “to bring the best of world art
to the people of East London” evidently as a
spiritual remedy for the poverty and squalor
of the area. It has been hugely popular with
the local population ever since, presenting
the likes of Hockney, Rothko and Pollock
in their first solo UK shows. Today’s exhibi-

tion, “Whitechapel Laboratory – Jennifer
Allora & Guillermo Calzadilla” is in keeping
with this little-known gallery’s history of
showcasing contemporary art. Three short
films musing on the political, social and
environmental impact of globalisation are
being shown. One of them, ‘Amphibious’,
was shot on the Pearl River Delta in China,
where large-scale investment in manufacturing has transformed the area into one of
China’s leading economic engines. Against
a backdrop of boats and container ships,
six turtles float quietly downstream on a
single log. “They stare and stare,” the artists
inform us, “seemingly prehistoric witnesses
to our post-colonial patterns of production
and consumption.”
Since the 1680’s, immigration has shaped
and influenced the area of Spitalfields,
which borders Whitechapel. The first immigrants were Huguenots: French Prot-

estants who fleeing the persecution of
Louis XIV brought with them their skills as
silk weavers. The Huguenots transformed
Spitalfields into the largest textile area in
London and a major European producer,
with up to 50,000 people working in the
trade. In the 1890’s, Jewish refugees arrived
from Poland and Russia, taking over the remaining textile factories, watchmakers and
clock shops. In the post-war boom of the
1950’s and 60’s, the now prosperous Jewish community left for the northern suburbs of Golders Green and Hampstead, and
were replaced by Bengali immigrants from
India and Bangladesh. Again, the newest
arrivals took over the cheap clothing businesses left by their predecessors. All of
these immigrants have left their historical
fingerprints. The old Huguenot chapel in
Fournier Street became a synagogue and is
now a mosque.

Photos by Sveva Costa Sanseverino

Whitechapel Road, made famous by
Jack the Ripper, is still quiet at this hour.
Two old Indian men smile and wish us good
morning. One has his white beard dyed orange to signify he has made the journey to
Mecca. One hundred years ago this road
had more than forty-five pubs and beer
houses on it. Now, there are virtually none.
What was once the heartland of the London working class is now a predominantly
Muslim district. One of London’s largest
mosques sits on the same stretch of road
as the nation’s oldest industrial enterprises:
The Whitechapel Bell Foundry, founded
in 1420. The bells for Big Ben and St Paul’s
Cathedral were cast here, and they are still
making bells to this day. In the window of
the foundry’s shop there is an advertisement for personalised bells which the ad
says would make an ideal and unique gift.
Sitting on the wall is a man rolling a cigarette, two beer cans to his left, one open,
the other closed. He looks up and pauses,
smiling, as a girl in a blue blazer with large
gold buttons and matching gold shoes
walks past.
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Brick Lane, at the heart of Spitalfields,
winds its way up from Whitechapel Road to
Shoreditch which was recently put on the map
by ‘Brit Artists’ such as Tracy Emin. As its name
suggests, this originally used to be a brick
making area. It is now almost exclusively Bangladeshi and one of the most popular places
for Londoners to visit on a Sunday. The streets
flood the senses with the sounds and smells
of unique market stalls, and with people of all
nationalities and ages strolling about, making this is one of the most vibrant and diverse
parts of London.
The street signs here are in both English
and Bengali. A bank has a sign in its window: “Hajj Drafts”, and graffiti fights for
space with shop signs. Traditional Asian
music and drum and bass compete with
two blues buskers; one on double bass and
the other on an old slide guitar. A five yearold Bengali boy stands in a barber’s chair
having his hair cut while his mother stands
by, watching anxiously. Behind him, four
older boys wait for their turn in the chair.
Brick Lane is most famous for its curry
restaurants. There are more curry restaurants in London than in Bombay and Delhi
combined. The first half of Brick Lane consists of curry restaurants sitting side by
side, occasionally interspersed with sari
shops and wholesale textile shops. Many
of the restaurants display their press cuttings and awards in the windows. Standing
outside are waiters enticing and hustling
people, saying “Take a look guys. Special
menu, £5.99.”
We make our way along Brick Lane to
“The Beigal Shop”, passing market stalls of
seafood, clothes and bric-a-brac. The smell
of roast chestnuts infuses the air. Four
young men stand in the road selling smuggled tobacco: packets of Marlboro Lights
clutched in both hands, a slightly desperate glint in their eyes as they keep looking
around for police.
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The queue for bagels stretches out of the
shop onto the pavement. It is forty deep
and snakes up the left side of the shop and
then back down the counter on the right
side. At the far end of the shop customers
are treated to the spectacle of the bagels
being made. A man hauls out fifty bagels
from a boiling vat, dumps them on the surface next to it, sprays them down with a
pressure hose, places them on a baking tray
before another man puts the tray in one of
the ovens. A freshly baked tray’s contents
are brought out and are tipped into a basket behind the counter. The smell of bagels
baking makes for an agonising wait.
I sit on a bench opposite the bagel shop,
eating my smoked salmon and cream
cheese bagel, watching the people in the
queue. Sitting on the ground to the left
of the shop’s entrance is a homeless man,
profiting from the no-smoking policy. In ten
minutes he smokes three discarded halfsmoked cigarettes. By my feet is a manhole
cover with four scissors embossed on it – a
reminder of the history of this area. To the
left of the shop is an internet café. Above its
windows the faded hand painted lettering
of the previous establishment is faintly legible, “The Jolly Butchers”.
An old lady sits down on the bench next
to me. “It’s not like it used to be in my day,”
she says, pointing at the bagel shop. “There
used to be an old lady in the bagel shop
who would put her hand into a bucket for
a smoked herring or a pickled gherkin for
your bagel. My family came over from Poland, and my husband’s family came from
Russia. Seven of us lived in a small house
with a parrot. We left in the 1950’s. I hardly
recognise the place now.”
Five minutes walk from Brick Lane is Spitalfields Market, recently voted by Londoners as London’s best. It is over three hundred years old, flanked by old redbrick walls
and covered by a glass roof. One half of the

market is for organic food, while the other
half is occupied by young clothes designers, photographers and quirky stalls selling
everything from original designer vintage
sunglasses to funky and bizarre cameras.
Gucci and Prada clad shoppers from Essex
mix with the retro-chic Londoners as they
make their way around the stalls. A Lenny
Kravitz look-alike checks his look in a pair
of 1970’s Ray Bans while a young girl plays
with curtains made from photographs,
dancing to the Brazilian sounds coming
from a nearby music stall.
Another five minutes walk west and we
are in the City, the financial capital of Europe. The streets are deserted, abandoned
by the bankers and traders, suspended in
time and left to themselves for the weekend. Huge modern monolithic office blocks
dwarf their ancient counterparts, vying for
space with each other. Some are reflected
in the coloured glass of the newer buildings. It is a peculiarly soulful place, soon to
be transformed back to the heartbeat of
the country on Monday.
We follow the Jewish migration north
by tube to Hampstead Heath, stopping
for a cup of tea at “El Parko,” which is
filled with young families and friends.
The hubbub of children’s excited voices
fills the air. Refreshed, we climb the hill
as the late afternoon sun angles down.
A father is teaching his daughter to fly
her kite, shouting instructions she cannot hear. He ducks as the kite swoops
low and then runs for cover as it dive
bombs him, thudding to the ground. In
the branches of the trees behind hang
the remains of old kites, a multicoloured
art installation of loss. A kestrel hovers
over its prey, buffeted by the wind, untroubled by the kites swooping around
it. A lady throws a stick for her grinning
dog. Couples walk arm in arm and mothers push babies in pushchairs.
London, bathed in soft light, fans out in
front of the hill: the towers of Canary Wharf,
the dome of St Paul’s, the totem pole of the
Telecom Tower, the bicycle wheel of the
London Eye, all mixed in with the jigsaw
puzzle of the city. On the brow of Hampstead Heath, a smart young man sits alone
on a bench, engrossed in his contemplation
of the view. As if in a movie scene, a beautiful girl strides from the path and walks
across the grass to the bench. He turns to
her, she sits. They kiss and begin to talk.
Windswept and uplifted I am reminded
of what the English writer Samuel Johnson
once said over three hundred years ago;
“When a man is tired of London, he is tired
of life; for there is in London all that life can
afford.”
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Malaysian-Russian relations
ripe for development
By Dato’ Mohamad Khalis
The year 2007 marks another important milestone for MalaysiaRussia relations as both countries celebrate 40 years of diplomatic
relations. Only 10 years into its independence, Malaysia, then
a young nation, forged diplomatic ties with the USSR on 3 April
1967.
I am proud to say that since that historic day, relations between
Malaysia and Russia have progressed tremendously. Since the first
visit by a Malaysian Prime Minister to Moscow in 1972, all Malaysian Prime Ministers have visited this country at least once during their premiership. The most recent visit was by H. E. Dato’ Seri
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi from 18-21 June 2007 at the invitation of
President Putin.
This gesture reflects the seriousness and commitment of Malaysia to build and maintain an equal as well as meaningful relationship with Russia. Malaysia, in turn, is heartened by the reciprocity
shown by Russia through the official visit of President Vladimir Putin in August 2003, the first time a Russian leader visited Malaysia.
With the excellent political linkage established between the
leaders, bilateral relations between both countries have also continued to flourish. Trade between both countries is steadily on
the rise, with annual trade volume recording almost US $1 bn a
year, the largest among all the other countries from the Southeast
Asian region.
Also important is the level of people-to-people relationship,
which I can proudly say is blossoming beautifully. For most Malaysians, Russia is considered a relatively new destination. However, Malaysians are always fast to catch up and today there at
least 2,500 Malaysians living, studying and working in Russia. We
anticipate that this number will almost double in the next three
years. Russians have started to experience and enjoy Malaysian
hospitality and we look forward to continue sharing the Malaysian
warmth and friendship with our Russian friends.
One of the most interesting projects that both countries are
working on now is the sending of the first Malaysian Angkasawan
(cosmonaut) to the ISS. Both candidates, Dr. Sheikh Muszaphar
Shukor and Dr. Faiz Khaleed, are undergoing rigorous training at
the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center and should launch with
the Soyuz TMA-11 team sometime in October 2007.
Malaysia and Russia have only touched the surface of the
spheres of cooperation that both countries could endeavor together. I am excited that the momentum of the relations is on the
upswing and hope that my team and I will continue to explore
the many opportunities available and open new doors to enhance
relations in the future.

Photo by Alexey Zhukov

H. E. Dato’ Mohamad Khalis is the Malaysian Ambassador
to the Russian Federation
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Russian Malaysian trade ready for growth
Until now Russia is low down on the list of Malaysia’s trading partners. While trade has
increased to $1 bn a year, largely boosted by Malaysia’s purchase of Sukhoi jets, all this is
a tiny fraction of Malaysia’s total $290 bn a year trade. This is set to change, if Ambassador
Dato’ Mohamad Khalis has his way. On the 40th anniversary of Russian-Malaysian diplomatic ties he told a round table session at the Russian Diplomatic Academy that the time
was ripe to ratchet up the relationship. It’s not a question of “if” but “when, and how” he
said. (See Passport Magazine June 2007, page 53).
At the moment trade is dominated by Russian imports of palm oil, electronics and electrical products, iron and steel products, plastics and processed food and Russian exports
of chemicals and chemical products, metals products (mainly for the construction industry) , rubber products, paper and pulp products and iron and steel products.
The first visit by Malaysian Prime Minister Dato’ Seri Abdullah Ahmad Badawi last month
was expected to generate a number of high level agreements including a Partial Visa Abolition Agreement. Already Russian citizens receive a visa at the airport of arrival for a visit
of up to 30 days and tourism from Russia is growing at 50% per annum.
Areas of particular potential for growth in trade and investment are Russian imports
of electrical goods, including DVD and MP3 players, and digital cameras. There are also
opportunities for high quality furniture, office and garden furniture, seafood, rubber products including surgical gloves, safety clothing and tropical organic foods. Russia’s health
conscious consumers should be a ready market for Malaysian herbal medicines, health
food and drinks, herbal cosmetics and toiletries. Russian entities are potential investors in
Malaysian real estate and manufacturing enterprises.

Buying Property in Malaysia
Malaysia offers relatively inexpensive real estate deals. A two-bedroom apartment in Kuala Lumpur can be bought, according to local experts, for under $30k, while a bungalow
with over 600 sq m of land will cost you anything from $130k and up depending on the
location.
A strong economy with GDP growing at between 5% and 6% per year, a favorable exchange rate of 3.7 Malay Ringgit to the USD, and a legal system based on the British model
that allows foreigners to have freehold title makes property purchases a viable investment
at the moment, as the property market seems depressed.
At the top end, with properties designed to appeal to foreigners and out of the range
of most Malays, is the Pandangan Villa development on the island paradise of Langkawi,
in the North West of Malaysia close to the Thai border. Langkawi, with its mix of rainforest,
tropical wildlife and rice paddy fields, is fast developing from its rural origins into an international resort with world famous hotel brands such as Sheraton and Four Seasons opening resorts. Alongside sailing, diving, rainforest walks, rock climbing and fishing, there are
now three high quality golf courses on the island.
Strictly controlled development by a local authority committed to Eco-Tourism makes
the Pandangan development of just seven villas with their own plots and 60 sq m swimming pool relatively rare. The asking price, off plan, for the 5-bedroom villas (364 sq m),
villas on 900 sq m individual land plots is 2.5 mn MR or about US $675k. With holiday rentals estimated to fetch between US $3,000 to $6,000 a week, it’s a quick payback.
Langkawi is famed for its spectacular waterfall

Getting There
The beauty about planning a trip to Malaysia is that while it’s possible
to fly to Kuala Lumpur or other cities you don’t have to! Taking the train
is the safe, comfortable, cheap and traditional way to travel between
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Bangkok. It's the environmentally-friendly way, too, compared to unnecessary short haul flights.
Singapore to Bangkok is a wonderful 1,249 mile journey by train, it
takes about 48 hours, departures are daily, and it costs a bargain £33
($50) one-way including comfortable sleeping-berths with fresh clean
sheets.  You change trains at either Kuala Lumpur and Butterworth or
Kuala Lumpur and Hat Yai, and of course you can stop off to see Kuala
Lumpur or Penang, or catch the ferry to Ko Samui or the bus to Phuket
or Krabi.
Of course you have to get there first! Thai Airways, the prime carrier
serving the hot tourist region, flies direct from Domededova to Bangkok’s immaculate Suvarnabhumi airport for 21,000 rubles direct on
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Monday, Wednesday and Friday with daily onward connections to Kuala
Lumpur and Penang. Transaero has a weekly flight direct to Singapore
on Fridays for 27,744 rubles Other flights by Emirates, Qatar Airways or
Singapore Airways involve stopovers in Dubai or Doha.

Malaysia Special Report
Malaysian to blast off to ISS
Two Malaysians are undergoing training at Star City in preparation
for a flight to the International Space Station (ISS) this Autumn. They
are 34-year-old Muszafar Shukor and 26-year-old Faiz Khaleed.
Malaysia's Prime Minister, Mr. Abdullah Badawi, recently named orthopedic surgeon Dr. Muszafar and army dentist Dr. Faiz as the final
two Malaysian Angkasawan (astronaut) candidates. Over 10,000
applicants applied for the chance to be Malaysia's first astronaut in
space. The project was conceived back in 2003 when Russia agreed
to send a Malaysian to the space station as part of a billion-dollar
deal for the purchase of 18 Sukhoi 30-MKM fighter jets.
The two give thumbs up after a parabolic flight to experience
zero gravity in the Moscow region in June, 2007 after a year of
training at Star City.
Sheikh Muszafar, who is an orthopedic doctor, said he was realizing a boyhood dream: "I feel honored and blessed to be picked,"
he told reporters.

Visit Malaysia 2007

Other events and festivals
Malaysia Mega Sales Carnival
21 July-2 September
This is an opportunity to grab bargains and
special offers on everything from designer
wear to electronics, cosmetics to footwear at
malls and stores nationwide.

"I've always dreamt to go to space since I was 10 years old. My favorite TV programes have been Star Trek and the Star Wars movies."
The two will go to the USA for a final month’s training with NASA.

This is the year chosen to promote Malaysia as a leading holiday destination. 2007 was
chosen because it coincides with 50 years of Malaysia’s independence. The capital city,
Kuala Lumpur, featured in this Special Report, is one of the most dynamic cities in Asia. A
vibrant metropolis, the city is a delightful contrast of modern cosmopolitan sophistication and nostalgic old world charm.
The scrumptious food, incredible shopping bargains and balmy weather are more reasons to plan a trip to Malaysia. Stay on for the warm hospitality, kind generosity and
welcoming faces.
Highlight
On 31st of August all visitors are invited to join Malaysians in celebrating the country’s
independence or Merdeka Day. Be mesmerized by a unique multiracial populace celebrating 50 years of nationhood in harmony and peaceful co-existence.
Join the enthusiastic crows on Merdeka Square in Kuala Lumpur on the eve of Merdeka
Day for the countdown to the momentous event. Be prepared to party all night long and
if you have the stamina stay for the month long celebrations nationwide.
Deepavali
October
The triumph of good over evil is celebrated
by Hindus as they observe Deepavali or the
Festival of Lights in the seventh month of the
Hindu calendar.

Christmas
December
Many Christians invite their friends and families into their homes for food and fellowship
on Christmas Day. This practice of ‘open
house’ is extended to all with an official
‘open house’ celebration in Kuala Lumpur to
mark the festivities.

Malaysia a choice business location
A new study has found that in terms of reputation as a base to do business, Malaysia was ranked
seventh out of 41 countries surveyed worldwide.
Global market information provider TNS said in a
statement.
"The stated reputation of the country as a business location by its citizens is a good description
of the internal perception of the country's current
economic situation and the people's expectations
about their own future economic development,"
said TNS Managing Director Siti Norbaya Manaf.
"For example, many of the highly developed
countries such as France, Germany and Japan find
themselves in a situation of decreasing growth
rates and increasing unemployment figures, resulting in a high degree of pessimism and low
reputation level for business location," she said.

On the other hand, countries like Singapore
(ranked fourth), South Africa (sixth), India (10th)
and Malaysia, have developed strongly within
the last five years, therefore enjoying public confidence and high reputation ratings, Siti Norbaya
added.
The TNS Global Reputation Study 2005 surveyed almost 37,000 people in 40 countries to
gauge perception of their country's top corporations and institutions. Conducted during the
fourth quarter of 2004, the survey involved residents across countries in North America, South
America, Europe, Asia and Africa.
The study detailed how residents rate the
reputations of their nations' institutions such as
healthcare, telecommunications, political parties,
mail service, business location, financial/banking

outlets and supermarkets.
Malaysia was also ranked favorably in other
categories, including fourth best in the world for
Reputation of Telephone Providers in Country
and 10th for the Reputation of Primary Banks in
Country.
Malaysia was also ranked second for both Reputation of Health Service in Country and Reputation of Political Parties in Country.
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Retire to Malaysia
By John Bonar

Why not try living in Malaysia, with its perpetually warm tropical climate, inviting shorelines of pure white sands and clear blue sea,
friendly locals, choice of city living, highland retreats or seaside resorts, variety of gastronomical delights to satiate even the most discerning of palates – all await you in Malaysia.

This is where you can retire early and live
comfortably. It is all about living well with less
money.
Malaysia has been called “Asia's best-kept
secret for expatriates” with a vibrant mix of foreign and indigenous tribal cultures, creating a
veritable melting pot of peoples, traditions and
religions. A sizable enclave of foreigners (Brits,
Americans, Australians, and Canadians) live full
time or maintain holiday homes in Malaysia, and
you'll find that just about everybody speaks English, since its compulsory in local schools.
Compared with other major Asian cities (Tokyo, Singapore, and Hong Kong, for example),
Kuala Lumpur is downright cheap. Even in the
over-priced tourist spots you can get a good meal
for two for around $20. Outside of these places,
a 3-course meal for two with all the trimmings,
including drinks, will set you back no more than
$10…a doctor's visit $8 to $15 and live-in domestic help $200 a month.
Kuala Lumpur is a modern cosmopolitan city
with clean streets and sidewalks and every modern convenience to be found in New York or London. Home to some of the tallest building in the
world, there are also international banks, English
cinemas and bookstores, western-style supermarkets, French and German bakeries, Chinese,
Indian, and Italian restaurants, gourmet coffee,
Cuban cigars, Internet cafés and some of the best
shopping in the world!
Rental properties are readily available and
not overly expensive by American or European
standards. The cost of 2-bedroom rental apartments begins at around $225 per month, with
3-bedroom houses starting at $35,000. Naturally,
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comparable housing in expatriate communities
or the luxurious suburban homes that date from
British colonial period can set you back considerably more.
The Malaysian government, through its Malaysia My Second Home Program (MM2H) offers
expatriate resident retirees extremely attractive
benefits. MM2H is promoted by the Government
of Malaysia to allow people from all over the
world who fulfill certain criteria, to stay in Malaysia as long as possible on a social visit pass with
a multiple entry visa. Applicants are allowed to
bring along their spouse and children (below 18
years old who are not married).
The contributions of MM2H participants towards the retail, tourism and service sectors are
seen as important by both the government and
the private sector. In a nutshell, it should come as
no surprise that everyone wants MM2H to work.
Certainly, the programme has evolved over time;
rules and regulations have changed since it was
launched in 1996, and it has been moved from
Home Affairs to the Tourism Ministry. Since June
this year all applications have to be processed
through licensed agents.
MM2H is open to all foreign citizens (from
countries recognized by Malaysia) wishing to retire or reside in the country on a long term basis.
You will get a 10-year Visit Pass and MultipleEntry Visa (renewable every ten years) which will
eventually give you a lifetime easy access to the
country (perpetual visa).
You can import your car or purchase a new car,
tax-free and enjoy other tax incentives.
You can invest and own businesses in
Malaysia. This is like owning a second passport,

or a second citizenship in Malaysia.
You can enjoy a luxury lifestyle at a fraction of
the costs. It is the cheapest and a very affordable
place to retire early.
What’s the catch? Mainly to prove you will not
be a burden on the state and have the means
to support yourself the following requirements
must be met. Those under 50 years old must place
a fixed deposit account of RM300,000 ($ 82,000)
with any bank in Malaysia, and Show proof of
monthly off-shore income of RM10,000 ($ 2,700)
(e.g. payment slip, bank statement, income tax
statement, etc). After a period of one year, the
participant can withdraw up to RM240,000 ($
65,000) for purchase of houses, medical expenses or children’s education
Those over 50, can either place a fixed deposit
account of RM150,000 ($ 40,000) with any bank
in Malaysia, or show proof of monthly off-shore
income of RM10,000 ($ 2,700) (e.g. payment slip,
income tax & bank statement, etc). In this case
you can withdraw up to RM 90,000 ($ 25,000) for
purchase of a home etc.
The best thing is that you still retain your citizenship and all its privileges in your own country. “You can always go back if you miss having
to wear 5 layers of clothing and tread through a
thick snow at some 20 degrees below zero just to
get your mail, or miss pushing your car to the side
of the road during a heavy snow storm, says Eddie
Toh from one of the licenced sponsors under the
scheme. “But for us, if we want to experience cool
air, we would just take a one-hour drive from KL
to Genting Highland, which is located a few thousand meters above sea level, or hike up to Mount
Kinabalu, the highest peak in South East Asia.”

For more information contact: malaysia.mm2h.info@gmail.com

advertising
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Alluring contrasts
in Kuala Lumpur
By Chris Millikan
Springing from a tiny muddy mining village,
Kuala Lumpur grew into Malaysia's dynamic capital. Despite today's fashionable shopping malls,
glittering skyscrapers and futuristic appearance,
however, alluring heritage flavours remain in the
old city.
Walking streets and alleys over several days,
my hubby and I uncovered KL's old world charm.
During the late 1800's, prospectors discovered
tin where the Klang and Gomak rivers converge.
In sun-drenched reflections from modern glass
towers and steel high-rises at the renowned river
fork, we could easily imagine early wood and
thatch shanties sprawling in the boisterous frontier boom town.
Eventually, brick and tile buildings, strategic
location and railroad access guaranteed the city's
growth and permanence.
Along that celebrated riverbank, Masjid Jamek
(1909) mosque snuggles into shady palm groves.
Although the National Mosque with its contemporary umbrella-like roof is much bigger, this
delightfully picturesque mosque still serves
devotees.
Layers of cream and pink brick support Arabicstyle onion domes high atop cool shining marble
prayer-hall floors; red-and white-turreted minarets balance graceful cupolas.
A short block away, we roamed Little India's
narrow, hectic streets lined with small crowded
shops filled with exquisite saris, gold jewelry, textiles and carpets. Street traders displayed brasses,
silver tableware, glass bangles and silver anklets.
Mysterious perfumed oils and delicate strings of
luscious jasmine flowers dazzled our senses.
Chinatown's excitement lies farther south
along the Klang, where generations have lived
and traded along the narrow streets. Creating security away from the motherland, early temples,
associations, and benevolent societies provided
lodging, education, medical and funeral care to
Chinese settlers.
Shophouse merchants sold goods from
ground floors while living upstairs. Miners spent
leisure time in brothels, opium dens and gambling booths, or sometimes at Chinese operas
and the Malay theatre.
Part of the old red light district (with 39 registered brothels in 1890), today's frantically busy
shops and hawker stalls sell everything imaginable. Bargaining for designer watches and handbags, CD's, or DVD's excites scores of discount
hunters.
My hubby and I were simply fascinated with
the exotic fruits heaped in open-air stalls: scarlet
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furry rambutan, pale star fruit, mysterious pink lychees and durians encased in thick thorny skins,
'king of fruit' despite their controversial stench.
Every night peddlers and hawkers take over
designated streets to sell their wares.
Closed to traffic, Petaling Street transforms
into buzzing night markets, alive with bewildering aromas from local food stalls, snappy music,
and friendly vendors negotiating cash 'deals.'
The next morning we reconnected with nature, touring theme parks at Lake Gardens, extensive green belts bordering the city centre.
Little pathways and trickling streams at Butterfly
Garden wind through lush rain forest homes for
6,000 fragile inhabitants.
Stocked with scarlet hibiscus blooms or thick
banana slices, feeders attract fluttery flashes of
red, blue and turquoise green. Inside, spellbinding insect collections captivated us with flashing
iridescent colours, crusty shells and delicate antennae. Fortunately for me, they were long past
being alive.
Within walking distance, the Bird Park was
as enthralling. Walk-in aviaries stretch over 20
luxuriant acres; 3,000 birds fly 'freely' in natural
splendour.
Feeding time launches frantic feathered activity: raucous shrieking, lyrical calling, wild flitting.
With surprising precision, horn bills delicately
plucked fresh fruit chunks from shallow bowls
with heavy-looking beaks, continually sharing
the best bits with each other.
Skeletal snags at hillside feeding stations pierce
orange papaya halves, impatiently devoured by
perching participants. Leggy storks, beady-eyed
herons, and snowy egrets watch deliberately for
unsuspecting pond fish; scarlet ibis and pink flamingos dabble, groom and grumble haughtily.
Adjoining the nearby Hibiscus Garden, where
the 'queen of flowers' flourishes in countless vibrant colours, the Orchid Garden exhibits 800
species along orchid-lined walkways in floral
paradise.
Below the hillside gardens buildings from the
turn of the century still surround the colonial city
center. On extensive turfed fields once used for
lengthy cricket matches, Malaysians now celebrate their independence with annual parades
and majestic ceremonies.
Hoisted on a 100 meter pole in 1957, the huge
national flag floats proudly over old Merdeka
Square. Shaded benches surrounded by flower
gardens nestle among colonnades and fountains
splash, cascading restfully – great for a little rest
to reflect and imagine.

Along the west edge, the rambling Tudor-style
Royal Selangor Club (1884) continues to welcome society as it did during the tin rush. Once,
playfully teasing the commissioner's wife about
parading her Dalmatians there each afternoon,
it used to be affectionately called the "Spotted
Dog".
Nearby, the Cathedral of St. Mary the Virgin
(1895) retains early gothic exterior buttresses and
features exotic Malaysian woods inside. This vintage Anglican church houses a rare pipe organ.
Blending Moorish and Victorian details, the
entirely brick Sultan Abdul Samad building
(1897) dominates several blocks opposite. Graceful horseshoe arches, majestic circular towers,
copper dome, and a clock tower first heard on
Queen Victoria's birthday guarantee magnificent
backdrops for celebrations on the square.
Originally home to British government offices,
it houses today's judiciary and a wonderful textile museum.
Escaping the noonday sun, we traced Malaysian history from the stone age in the National
History Museum (1909), a three level former bank
with unusual hardwood-covered domes.
We were told that in 1926 the vaults apparently flooded, but business continued upstairs in the
living quarters; staff floated to work in sampans,
later laying out millions of soggy dollars to dry
on the square, sternly scrutinized by police. That
would have been quite a picture!
Magical at night, pastel blue, pink and green
lights glow softly from glorious Moorish arches
at KL Railway Station (1911). Renovated in 1988,
passengers enjoy train services to Thailand, Singapore and within Malaysia. A funky heritage
hotel and restaurant inside the station attracts
many travellers.
Leaving Kuala Lumpur's natural and colonial
splendour was difficult.
This article originally appeared on the Canadian
travel site: http://travel.canoe.ca/
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Palatial stay at the hub

‘Istana” means “palace” in Malay language and with its unique design and classically regal
ambience, the Hotel Istana recaptures the essence of a bygone era of royal Malay-sultanate hospitality at the hub of the business, shopping and entertainment centre of Kuala
Lumpur.
It is a landmark to the business and shopping centre of Kuala Lumpur’s Golden Triangle
– the most happening place for both residents and tourists alike. The 23-storey Hotel Istana is a leading corporate address, catering to the concept of “stay-work-relax” for travelers
on the move.
It is within walking distance to the Bintang Walk shopping and entertainment hub, the
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, iconic landmarks such as the Petronas Twin Towers and
the Kuala Lumpur Tower and the nearby Chinatown while the Kuala Lumpur International
Airport (KLIA) is only an hour’s drive away.
The Hotel is supported by an efficient road and rail transport system with the monorail
terminal-stop located just adjacent to Hotel Istana. The convenience of a private limousine
service and a public bus and taxi network complements the Hotel’s easy accessibility.
The five-star Hotel Istana features 515 well-appointed guestrooms and suites designed
to suit every individual’s personal and corporate needs. It also offers versatile banqueting
and convention facilities and is complemented by authentic tastes from its four outstanding restaurants and two lounges.
The hotel is managed by Tradewinds Hotels & Resorts, a subsidiary of the Tradewinds
Corporation Group.

Luxury accommodation in the city centre
Situated in the city’s busiest entertainment and commercial district, is one of the largest hotels in Kuala Lumpur, the unique Renaissance, where modern facilities are combined with Asian charm.
It is the address of choice for many heads of state, royal dignitaries
and famous international stars.
Housing 910 beautifully appointed guestrooms, the East and
West wings are linked by an extensive convention centre. The West
Wing is furnished in classical European style with black marble and
sparkling crystal chandeliers, reflecting sheer grandeur. The East
Wing is simple, more contemporary and adorned in muted pastels.
The hotel commands a magnificent views of Petronas Twin Towers,
KL Tower (Menara KL) and the city skyline.
The Renaissance Convention Centre has 24 multi-functional
meeting rooms on the ground floor, lower ground and on the 2nd
floor. Two sweeping marble staircases leads to the pre-function
foyer of The Grand Ballroom where the chandeliered opulence
never fails to take your breath away.
The Executive Floors add privileges such as complimentary continental breakfast and evening cocktails. The Patio Rooms on the
4th floor are simply idyllic and romantically decorated with rattan
furniture. Just slip into a cradle of tranquility as you relax overlooking the pool.
The ultimate indulgence is The Royal Suite at the West Wing or
the palatial Presidential Suite at the East Wing.
The Renaissance offers a choice of sumptuous dining facilities:
Vogue Café - all-day dining with international buffets and a wide a
la carte selection.
Sagano – tantalizing Japanese dishes.
MED.@Marché – Restaurant and Wine Bar featuring luscious cuisine from around the Mediterranean.
Dynasty – exotic Cantonese delicacies and delicate dim sums.
TEMPTationS – buffets serving local and Asian specialties and a allday dining a la carte menu.
Stage Lounge – Upbeat live band entertains while you have a drink.
Mezzo Bar – Sports Bar with the latest local and international live
telecast .

Room service is 24 hours.
To work out there is a Fitness Center, open tennis courts and a landscaped Olympic-sized swimming pool.
Book through: www.klrenaissance.com
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Petronas Towers
2nd Tallest building in the world after Taipei 101. A view from the Skybridge at the 41st floor of Petronas
Tower is not to be missed. There are 82 floors in the Towers, but viewing is allowed only from the 41st floor.
It is best to check-in early, before 8 am. The view from the Skybridge is breathtaking. You marvel at the
greenery and the shapely buildings in KL. Even when there is a slight haze, it doesn't marr the view much.
There’s a huge food court on the bottom floors, sophisticated dining above a world-class shopping center that blows you away, designer shops, local handicrafts, jewelry and others at prices which make your jaw
drop. For having "it all" under one roof, it far surpasses anything in North America, and thankfully without
an amusement park atmosphere, and for designer goods, rivals the Yevropeisky in Moscow.

Menara KL Tower
This is the tallest tower in Southeast Asia and the 4th tallest in the world, and it’s built on a hill! As soon you
enter, a beautiful Malay girl with a warm smile escorts you to the observation deck which is approx. 421
meters high. From there you have a bird’s eye view of the whole beautiful and green city of Kuala Lumpur.
Audio tour gadgets will tell you about the city, and every building which you see through the windows.
Petronas Towers are right in front, and this is the best view for photographs with their full height.
Best time to visit is from 18:00 to 19:30 as the sun is getting ready to set, and lights of the city are switching on, so that you can see the whole of the city clearly.

Kuala Lumpur Bird Park
The world’s largest aviary. Located in the serene and scenic Lake Gardens, the Kuala Lumpur Bird Park is a
bird sanctuary and tropical paradise for nature lovers. Spanning three hectares of verdant valley terrain, it
is one of the largest parks in Southeast Asia. Featuring thousands of birds representing nearly every major
species of this region, the park is also a haven for plants with a great variety of lush foliage. Visitors will
enjoy strolling through the park along a maze of walkways, amidst greenery. Scenic rest stops for picnics
are scattered throughout the park.
This place is really clean and huge and the birds have spotless cages and the enclosures are very well
maintained. Beware that there are not a lot of food outlets so bring plenty of bottled water.
There are a lot of other places to visit nearby such as the deer farm and butterfly zoo.

Chinatown
The bargain basement of South East Asia. The main attraction of China town is "Petaling Street", which is
the one of the hottest and favorite tourist destinations. Here you can get a very realistic copy of most top
brands of the world, from a Rolex to a Ferrari F1 shirt. Intellectual Property sleuths would have a field day
with the goods from Gucci, Christian Dior, Esprit, D&G and so on.
This is where eastern haggling skills are paramount. Whatever the hawkers start at, figure you are going
to get them down by 75% and you’ll both be happy in the end.
If this sort of shopping is beneath you, then pitch up on the Terrace of the Petaling Cafe (Swiss Inn Hotel)
and watch the world go by. If you are sitting there you won't be hassled by the market traders. Get a tower
of Carlsberg, maybe some food, sit back, relax and soak up the atmosphere.

Aquaria KLCC
The world’s largest aquaria. The two level 5,500 sq m Aquaria has 19 giant tanks with various environments
to keep and display fishes from various parts of the world. This “Ocean of Discovery ” is in the heart of the
city within walking distance of Petronas Towers, Lake Gardens and Central Market. It features some 5,000
aquatic and marine animal exhibits of over 150 different species from Malaysia and around the world and
is themed around two of the world’s major rainforests – Malaysia and the Amazon. It is also one of the few
places in the world to see the rare Sand Tiger Sharks from South Africa. The aquarium is also home to monkey-eating catfish from Endau Rompin, sharks from Singapore and the endangered fresh water tortoise
called “Chitra-chitra ”.

Malaysian Cuisine
If you visited Malaysia without savoring its local delicacies, you would be missing out on a truly sensational
experience. Regarded as one of the world's most delicious, Malaysian cuisine has its roots in the culinary
traditions of its multi-cultural society. Together, this wonderful diversity has created a blend of cuisine that
is uniquely Malaysian and endless in variety.
Primarily consisting of Malay, Chinese and Indian food, Malaysian cuisine also comprises hybrid classes of
food derived from cross-cultural influences such as Mamak (Indian-Muslim) and Nyonya (Malay/Chinese)
cuisine. A dish with the same name can also exist in different variations.
Malaysians enjoy eating out. With so many choices, it is inevitable that Malaysia has earned the distinction as a gourmet's paradise with an incredible range of cuisine: from traditional local fare savored at busy
local hawker centers to international cuisine served at the finest restaurants.
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Kuala Lumpur Nightlife
Bukit Bintang is a playground for party-goers come sundown. Hip
nightspots and gastro-pubs lined along Bintang Walk, Changkat
Bukit Bintang, Tengkat Tong Shin, Jalan Sultan Ismail and Jalan P.
Ramlee. Party till the early dawn hours to the beat of live bands,
strollers, jazz bands and international deejays.
BINTANG WALK/ JALAN BUKIT BINTANG
Planet Hollywood (KL Plaza) – nightly live showtime.
Funtheque (Jalan Bukit Bintang) – dance club with party theme
nights and live shows.
Fuzions (Starhill Shopping Complex) – with see-through all-glass
bar.
CHANGKAT BUKIT BINTANG/TENGKAT TONG SHIN
Showcases old-world charm of Bukit Bintang circa 50s/60s era from
converted shop-houses with classy bars.
Frangipani – funky music bar.
Hemingway’s Pub – KL’s first Cuban bar.

advertising

JALAN P. RAMLEE & VICINITY
Beach Club – it has a real beach setting in the city.
(Grand) Modesto’s – pub-lounge.
Hard Rock Café – live performances (rhythm and blues).
Rum Jungle – ethnic tropical jungle within the Golden Triangle.
Budaba Basement Club and the Poppy’s multi-outlets (Havanita, Bar
Mandalay and Passion) – popular dance venues.

Bar Uno – live bands and fortnightly theme parties.
Bar Ibiza – a club with interior décor of “lava-swirling walls” and steel
gangplank dance floor.
Aero – fusion of retro and futuristic décor and classic lounge music.
JALAN SULTAN ISMAIL & BEYOND
Bliss, Atmosphere of TwelveSI and Nouvo’s Sangria Bar – ideal bars
for matured crowd.
Barfly – part of TwelveSI, with pool and foosball facilities.
Nouvo – catch international deejays in action.
Espanda – dining area with its own posh lounge and an adjoining
garden.
Zouk – a happening club.
Mainroom, The Loft or Velvet Underground – the place for attitude
music.
Carnegie’s (Central Plaza) – pub-like setting with relaxing brand of
entertaining music.
ASIAN HERITAGE ROW at JALAN DORAISAMY
Upstairs Club & Lounge at The Loft – alfresco deck for energetic
grooving and club music.
Bar Blonde – fabulous for its contemporary retro ambience.
Bar Savanah – stands out as a uniquely Oriental-themed mystical
place.
Green Man Pub or The Ivy – hangouts with traditional English
setting.

FIND YOUR COMFORT AT TWO
DISTINCTIVE WINGS
The 400-room West Wing and 521-room East
Wing oﬀer luxurious accommodation, including
the palatial Royal Suite and butler service Club
Floors. Each room is furnished in contemporary
classical style, and is equipped with the latest
amenities such as broadband high speed
internet access, IDD and dataports for facsimile
to ensure your stay is comfortable.
The Renaissance Kuala Lumpur Hotel oﬀers a
wide choice for wining and dining. The hotel is
ideal for both business and leisure travellers as it
is located in the heart of Kuala Lumpur’s Golden
Triangle, amidst the city’s major commercial,
shopping and entertainment districts.
It also features a Convention Centre consisting
of a Grand Ballroom and 24 multi-functional
rooms.
For other facilities, there is the landscaped,
Olympic-sized swimming pool and the ﬁtness
center.

UNIQUELY RENAISSANCE.SM
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Location, location, location
puts Hilton ahead
By Susan Hetherington
The Hilton Hotel’s main advantage is its
convenient location, directly opposite KL
Sentral Station, with fast, frequent, clean
trains spanning the city and only a 28 minute direct ride to KL International Airport.
This is the travel hub for the National rail
system, the LRT (Light Rail Transit) system
into the city central and beyond, with direct access to the new 78-kilometre stateof-the-art express rail service to and from
the new Kuala Lumpur International Airport.
The Hotel’s 478 rooms and 32 suites are
out of this world.
Starting from the size of a modest Moscow Apartment (44 sq m) they go up to 84
sq m suites with separate living room, work
and dining areas. Decorated in modern
Zen Style, with an open-plan bathroom
with rain shower and LCD TV set into the
bathroom mirror.
From the coffee-maker to iron and ironing board the amenities would do credit to
hotels charging twice the rate.
Want to work? The modern glass desks
with ergonomically designed office chairs,
telephones with data ports and the broadband internet give you an ‘office from office’ convenience and comfort.
The suites and deluxe rooms have 42
inch plasma screen TV’s and in the suites, a
DVD player and home theatre system.

The range of restaurants and bars within
the hotel is testament to the local use of
its facilities by KL residents as well as hotel
guests:
These include Sudu, richly decorated
with batik prints and Chinese hanging
lamps, this award-winning restaurant is
ideal for informal dining and business. The
open kitchen specializes in international
cuisine and local dishes such as Malaysian
chicken tandoori; Senses fashionable and
sophisticated with atmospheric lighting
and monochrome decor. serving an Asian
fusion menu including Australian crayfish
and the chef's signature Four Dances of the
Sea dish; Chynna where you can mingle
with locals enjoying Hong Kong cuisine
such as butter prawns, and tea served with
kung fu moves by the Tea Master. Décor of
Chinese silk lanterns, Oriental chairs and
gold decor conjure up 1920s Shanghai; The
Noodle Room a temple to the many varieties of Asian noodle - from Japanese ramen
to Thai tom yam, a menu notepad allows
you to customize your meal. Floor-to-ceiling windows offer views of the Lake Gardens; Zeta Bar a celebrity studded nightspot with black marble interior, attracts a
trendy crowd dancing to live music and
relaxing in cozy booths; Iketeru lets you
eat Japanese cuisine how you want - in the
tranquil Japanese garden, in the sunken

Malaysia on the Web
TOURISM
Official Portal of Ministry of Tourism
www.virtualmalaysia.com
Malaysia Tourism, official site of Tourism Promotion Board
www.tourism.gov.my
Malaysian Association of Hotels and Resorts, including
online booking for over 400 member properties
www.hotels.org.my
RAILWAYS
Malaysian Railways, or Keretapi Tanah Melayu Berhad
Timetables, fares, online booking and e-ticketing
www.ktmb.com.my/
AIRLINES
Air Asia
The no frills budget airline for flights around Malaysia and
40 destinations in ASEAN countries.
www.airasia.com
Malaysian Airlines, for domestic and regional flights, or
flights from Western Europe, South Africa, North America
and the Middle East
www.malaysiaairlines.com
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dining room or at the teppanyaki counter;
Vintage Bank is a wine and cigar bar serving the very best wines and champagnes,
from a list of over 1,000; Caffè Cino, a
retro-designed coffee-shop off the main
lobby serving pastries, cakes and freshly
grilled gourmet sandwiches; Cosmo Lobby
Lounge, serving coffee and sandwiches
while you watch the changing colors in the
fibre-optics of the monumental modern
chandelier; Boardwalk Poolside Restaurant
is designed as a tropical oasis in the heart
of the city where you enjoy alfresco dining
surrounded by palm trees. Sample dishes
from the sizzling barbecue or try a cocktail
as you take in views over the city.
Nearby attractions include Petronas
Tower, the National Bird Park, Aquaria, China Town and Central Market. All areas are a
short train or taxi ride away.

Thai Airlines, three times weekly (Mon, Wed and Fri), from
Moscow to Kula Lumpur and Penang via Bangkok
www.thaiair.com
Singapore Airlines
Three times weekly via Dubai
www.singaporeair.com
Emirates Airlines
Three times a week connecting to Kuala Lumpur
Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun to Dubai; Mon,Wed, Sat to
Kuala Lumpur
Qatar Air
GOVERNMENT
Government Portal, including information for non-citizens
www.gov.my
Malaysian External Trade Development Corporation
www.matrade.gov.my
Malaysian Industrial Development Authority, including
investors guide
www.mida.gov.my

Art

The beginning of the Soviet period in the arts
by Olga Slobodkina-von Bromssen
Sergei Malyutin (1859-1937), a prominent
master of the older generation, had been
a renowned portrait artist long before the
Revolution. The portrait of Dmitry Furmanov,
a Bolshevik writer and Commissar in Chapayev’s Division, was painted in 1922, and was
the first portrait he did of the new Soviet
intelligentsia. In this expressive characterization we see Furmanov as the simple, modest
and clear-minded man he was, endowed
with a powerful intellect and a strong will.
Malyutin was one of the founders of the
Association of Artists of Revolutionary Russia
established in 1922, whose members made it
their aim to truthfully depict contemporary
reality in their paintings; portraying the life
of soldiers, workers, peasants, revolutionaries and heroes of labor.
The painting “Meeting of a Village Cell”
(1924) by Yefim Cheptsov (1875-1950) was one
of the highest accomplishments achieved by
a member of the Association in the period
after the Civil War and when the rehabilitation of the economy was launched. Cheptsov
drew from impressions of what he had seen
in his native village, and reproduced in the
portrait the likenesses of his friends and acquaintances. The setting was typical for the
time, and just as natural were the gestures,
the facial expressions, the poses of the sitting
men, and the very atmosphere of the meeting. The imagery expressively embodies the
ideas of the Revolution, equally inspiring
for the artist himself and the friends he portrayed.
Like in any large association of artists,
different tendencies appeared within the
framework of the Association of Artists of
Revolutionary Russia. While a considerable
part of the members preferred a circumstantial description, nevertheless the trend
for more generalized imagery became the
prevalent one in the late 1920’s.
Georgy Ryazhsky (1895-1952) looked for
new and typical traits of character in his models, inspired by the seething activity of the
new Soviet community, and in the portrait
“A Woman Delegate” (1927) embodied these
traits in the image of the energetic young
woman, calmly confident of her strength.
The colors, offsetting the figure against the
background and lending to the image the solidity of a statue, enhances the impression.
The historical-revolutionary picture painted by Boris Ioganson (1893-1973) and called
“The Interrogation of the Communists” (1933)
summed up the goals of the Association of
Artists for a social typification, and they read-

G. Ryazhsky "Rabfakovka (Vuzovka)"
1927

K. Petrov-Vodkin "Smert' komissara"
1928
ily developed certain elements of characterization which they discovered in Ioganson’s
handling of the Civil War theme. The picture
is based on sharp contrasts in composition,
color, and light, producing a tensely dramatic
image.
The larger of the other art associations in
the 1920’s were the Society of Easel Painters, the Four Arts and the Society of Moscow Painters. In all of these associations the
method and style of socialist realism became
gradually crystallized.
Like the members of the Association of
Artists of Revolutionary Russia, the Society
of Easel Painters maintained the importance
of painted pictures against the existing views
that artists should wholly switch over to designing objects of labor and living.
The members of the Society of Easel Painters strove for trenchant characterization,
laconism, and eloquence of their idiom in
their interpretation of such themes as man
in the world of machinery, physical culture,
sports, and modern city life.
In the painting “Aniska” (1926) the chair-

man of the Society David Sterenberg (18811948) refrains from narrative; his is the art
of few but eloquent words. The figure of
the village girl is clearly and softly outlined,
and the sweetness of her face is rendered in
pure, light colors. The poetry of the image is
all the more poignant because of the blank
and grimly cold, geometrical surfaces which
surround her and which are painted with
uniform bleakness. A single detail of her life
stands out; a piece of bread on the cleanscrubbed kitchen table. The bread acquires
a special meaning, associated with the girl’s
solitary loneliness. The hardships of life in the
1920’s are shown laconically and simply, in all
their grim truth.
The desire to express the atmosphere of
the times was typical for Soviet artists. The
privations and austerity of life did not blind
them to the people’s thirst for knowledge
and the richness of their spiritual world. This
theme was lyrically embodied in “University
Students” by Konstantin Istomin (1887-1942),
a member of the Four Arts group. The painting was finished in 1933, although it was
planned and begun years earlier. The composition is balanced with admirable precision. The silvery light of the fair winter day
pours in through the window and transforms
the poor furnishings of the room. The gently
inclined figures of the girl students are outlined with a musical fluidity, harmonizing
with their dreamy, faintly wistful mood.
Kusma Petrov-Vodkin (1878-1939) also belonged to the Four Arts group. He welcomed
the Revolution as an artist already in his
prime and responded to the new Soviet reality in his own inimitable manner. He painted
portraits of people prominent in Soviet art
and culture, and in still lifes in which he exhibited his amazing ability to animate the
world of inanimate objects. In his picture
“1918 in Petrograd” he created a disturbing
and splendid image of a “Petrograd Madonna” while in his sketch, “Death of a Commissar”, which actually is a finished piece of art,
we see an episode in the Civil War elevated
by the artist to the loftiness of a symbol. With
the sternness, purity and significance of the
heroic image he affirms the magnificence of
defending the cause of the Revolution with
one’s life. In order to convey the enormous
scale of the battle, Petrov-Vodkin resorts to
highlighting and enlarging that which carries
the utmost meaning in the picture by using
several angles of vision, showing the earth
from high above, as it were, to lend the episode a planetary import.
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Art exhibition celebrates
India’s 60 Years
of ties with Russia
By John Bonar
When Kanwal Sibal, the Indian Ambassador
to Russia, was looking for a way to mark the
60th Anniversary of India-Russia diplomatic
relations, he turned to his old friend the Indian Contemporary Arts Ambassador, Ravi
Kumar. Mr. Kumar, like Ambassador Sibal, has
been decorated by former French President
Jacques Chiraac as Chevaliers de l’Ordre du
Merite Nationale. Mr. Kumar is a publisher and
an exhibition curator, having organized exhibitions of Indian art around the globe during
the last four decades. He has become a recognized figure in the international art scene.
The result of Mr. Kumar’s efforts was a
magnificent, month-long exhibition of Indian
contemporary art called India 25. Under the
aegis of the Russian Academy of Arts, the exhibit was at the Tsereteli Gallery, and a lavish
book, with the same title, was distributed by
the embassy.
“This exhibition of 25 artists is like human life
that goes through many ages. While it contains
moody intentions in abstraction, it celebrates
and explores the seasons of Indian sensibility
through these 25 artists. Human life, like art, is

Yusuf Arakal
The child-2
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dual in nature. One part is man’s conscious life
and the other part is the subconscious,” Kumar
wrote in a preface to the book.
Russia and India have had a long history of
cultural ties since the days of the artist and
philosopher Nicholas Roerich, who with his
wife founded the Agni Yoga Society and traveled extensively throughout the Indian Himalayans painting landscapes and portraits
before his death in the Punjab in 1947.
The works of the 25 artists selected for this
exhibition portray very different temperaments and styles, reflecting the diversity of
Indian art today.
The exuberant tropical landscapes with
red-tiled houses that celebrate a fantasy
paradise by Kerala-born Murli Nagpuzha are
in stark contrast with the somber works on
display from fellow Keralan, Yusuf Arakal.
Baba Anand utilizes vintage oleographs of
Krishna and other Hindu deities decorated
with sequins, crystals, gold and silver dust
and displayed in highly decorated mattes using flowers and other unusual three-dimensional objects.

Murali Nagappuzha
Village dream 1
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Shanta Rao
Untitled 2005
The 85-year old S. H. Raza, who lives in Paris,
has progressed from early expressionist landscapes to the iconic “Bindhu’ style he is now
most famous for – sacred in its symbolism and
mystical with an aura of the metaphysical.
Shanta Rao, one of four women artists in
the show (the others are Arpana Caur, Sarab
Soni and Sangeeta Gupta) uses the unusual
medium of inkjet printing on canvas. “In my
recent works, I explore the ruses of representation by using my own body as a building
block of imagery, many-shaped body, autobiographical, make-believe, and even archetypal,” says Shanta.
The book, published by Ravi Kumar, will be
a beautiful addition to many coffee tables in
Moscow.

Hospitality news
First Guests expected in new Pokrovka Hotel
Pokrovka Suite Hotel, located in the very heart of the chic area of the capital, is Moscow’s
first genuine all-suite hotel. The grand opening of this luxurious 5-star hotel took place in
June. Pokrovka Suite Hotel is the first Russian property in MaMaison Hotels & Apartments’
collection,
“Pokrovka Suite Hotel is unique in the MaMaison collection. Our normal strategy is to
source investment opportunities with a particular focus on buildings of an historical nature. In the past we have successfully renovated and reconstructed a number of historical
properties across the Central and Eastern European region, retaining the local atmosphere
and cultural heritage of each,” said Daniel Penet, Director of Sales and Marketing for MaMaison Hotels & Apartments.
The 84-suite hotel will have a Grand Opening later in the year, and will house a Doucet
XO restaurant (already known from Novinsky Passazh) and a luxurious spa.

London restaurateur has novel approach to
building Russian business
The Nahm Restaurant in London is expecting an influx of Russians this summer following
the second year of their successful cooperation with the Marriott Avrora’s Polo Club restaurant in Moscow. Earlier this year David Thompson, Nam’s Australian founder and chef,
ran a five night Thai food festival in the Moscow restaurant. “The Polo Club regulars are
frequent travelers and natural customers for Nahm when they are in London,” he said.
For seventeen years David has researched Thai culinary techniques and recipes which
led to his opening of the Nahm Thai restaurant in London in 2001. The famous Nahm has
received constant critical acclaim, resulting in the restaurant becoming the first Thai restaurant ever to be awarded the coveted Michelin star.
“David Thompson is so carried away by everything Thai, it is hard to imagine him cooking something non-Thai” wrote local style magazine The Four Seasons after his visit.

Hotel Baltschug Kempinski adopts vodka
The traditional Russian drink, vodka will now attract the clients to Baltschug Kempinski.
From July the Baltschug bar offers about sixty kinds of selected vodkas which epitomize
Russian culture more that anything else. They say that no word is more binding than a
word sealed with a toast of vodka.
Here you can try a big selection of famous trade marks such as Vodka Absolut, Nemiroff,
Stolichnaya, Flagman; or have a try and find new flavors from Central Russia, Southern
Siberia, Ukraine and what is more interesting and intriguing the foreign specimens from
France, Switzerland, Italy and Denmark. We hear they are even considering a vodka from
Tasmania!
The bartenders will guide you to the spiritual world of vodka and help to find the Russian corners of your soul. The special offer is a journey through the history. Throughout
the evening you may feel a Great Tsar or a wealthy merchant or a small peasant; besides
this includes a special price for five kinds of vodkas represented in the list.
Hotel Baltschug Kempinski Reservation: 230-5500, 230-6500

Renaissance Hotel summer terrace opens
On the green slopes in front of the hotel, heading down towards Olympisky Prospekt,
the Renaissance Hotel has opened its traditional summer terrace. This year it takes the
theme of the wonderful, mysterious atmosphere of black and white cinema. The exclusive
wooden furniture, black and white umbrellas protecting diners from too much sun, and
green trees, are a backdrop to the charming interaction of a romantic date. Separate from
the main restaurant, this cozy café, with a huge selection of cocktails and a variety of assorted meats for two, graced with pleasant music, and protected form the city noise, all
makes for the perfect combination of where to go for a classical out-of-town experience,
in the city.
Renaissance Hotel
RESERVATION Tel: 931-9000
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Wine & Dine

Concerto of creativity
By Charles W. Borden
One peek at the menu and it is clear that Concerto will not be an ordinary Italian dining experience. Just skip over to the dessert page,
and wow! – Burrata cheese ice cream, with green olives, carrot
sauce and sage (670r) – a creative chef has been at work. At Concerto, this master of the menu and kitchen is Sicilian Chef Salvatore
Coco (see Passport interview April 2007).
As the Knights of the Vine arrived for this month’s wine adventure, cheese plates were on the table – Pecorino Toscaro, Provolone Dolee, Asiago and Montasio, soon followed by a selection of
appetizers: light pan-fried tuna fillet in a nut crust, bell pepper ice
cream, artichoke sauce and bottarga (850r); thin slices of octopus
cooked with jasmine tea and served with vegetables ratatouille
(950r); Sweet-Sour Lobster medallion tempura with leeks, eggplant and zucchini (1050r). The nut crust on the tuna was a thick,
ground mixture of pistachio and other nuts and was very tasty, and
the tart artichoke sauce nicely complemented the dish. The octopus was sliced paper-thin and it nicely absorbed the jasmine flavored liquid; very fresh and delicate. The lobster medallions were
overpowered by the tempura coating, but were still delicious, and
the accompanying crispy and long slender straws of deep fried
leek, eggplant and zucchini were tasty "chips" that disappeared
quickly.
On the chef's recommendation, many of us ordered the Filetto
di Manzo (pan fried beef tenderloin in pistachio crust with cocoa
sauce and orange potato gateau – 1470r). This was a very tender
slab of beef, coated over the top with a thin layer of semi-sweet
cocoa sauce. Just as Chef Coco promised, the cocoa sauce was a
surprising taste complement to the grilled beef. This is worth a second try. The beef fillet sat on the soft orange potato gateau, a patty
of mashed potatoes and the slight orange and potato mix were a
third complement to the beef and cocoa.
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Photos by Alex Gorov

Other main courses were Agnolotti di carciofo alla mentucia
(homemade pasta filled with artichoke and mint, served with
wild rice sauce – 980r), Grigliata mista di pesce (assorted grilled
fish platter, prawns, squid, sea bass, lobster and grouper served
with lemon dressing and mashed vegetables – 1800r), and Ravioli
all canella (homemade pasta filled with ricotta cheese and Parma
ham) served with a red wine reduction enhanced with cinnamon
– 1150r). We also ordered a couple of pizzas from Coco’s unique
selection, prepared in Concerto's ovens and priced from 900r to
1300r.
The sommelier is Ksenia Karpenko, and Swissotel's Australian
wine consultant, Ron Georgiou, has prepared the wine list. He is
one of only 258 persons worldwide with a Master of Wine designation. The wine list is a representative range of wines from not only
France and Italy, but the New World as well.
Concerto is located on the second floor of the Swissotel. One
surely will not go to Concerto for the décor as the restaurant appears as if it was an afterthought once the basic hotel interior had
been completed. I can imagine the comment; "Oh let's stick the
restaurant over here." But what is lacking in the surroundings is
more than made up by the creative menu and preparation. The
hotel appears to realize that it needs a proper re-do, and thus Concerto will close in August briefly for a complete remont and a new,
fresh menu from Chef Coco. I can’t wait to see his next effort.

Concerto
Swissotel, Second Floor
Kosmodamianskaya Nab., 52
Tel: +7 495 787 9800
Fax: +7 495 787 9898

Wine Tasting

Tour of Italy
By Charles W. Borden

Photos by Alex Gorov

On a full moon-lit night, we headed back to Italy via the Concerto restaurant in Moscow's Swisshotel to review a small sample of the many
Italian wines now available in Moscow. The city's wine marketplace
has almost recovered from the excise tax fiasco last summer that completely cleared Moscow's wine shelves for several months. Now there
are enough Italian wines to provide us with a whole series of tasting;
region by region – Piedmont, Tuscany, Sicily – but this month we took
countrywide suggestions from three experts – Ksenia Karpenko, Sommelier at Concerto picked some of her favorites from the wine list; the
Kauffman wine boutique staff made a few choices from their shelves;
and Dmitri Pinski, owner of wine importer DP Trade, brought three super Tuscans and another Italian Bordeaux interpretation from Trentino,
the Italian alpine region.
We asked Dmitri Pinski to provide us with his expert commentary,
and although he initially resisted the idea of discussing his competitors' wines, he provided a well-balanced and thoughtful viewpoint
throughout the evening.
Our first stop was at one of Italy's top producers, Mastroberardino
in Atripalda (Campania) about a 45-minute drive inland from Naples
in southern Italy. Dmitri raved about Mastroberardino's vineyard as
we tasted one of its best known whites, Greco di Tufo Novaserra 2004,
which has a Parker 87 and a Wine Spectator 90 rating. Greco di Tufo is a
local noble grape that produces a full bodied, light amber white wine.
We traveled north past Rome to Umbria in the center of Italy and arrived at the Antinori estate Castello della Sala in the village of Ficulle, 18 kilometers north of Orvieto. Marchese Niccolo Antinori chose this 14th century castle and its surrounding 483 hectares when he decided to produce
white wines in 1940. The Cervaro della Sala Chardonnay, with a touch of
the local Grechetto grape, is now one of Italy's top 20 white wines.
We would later return to Umbria's neighbor, Tuscany, but we first
crossed to far northeastern Italy near the Slovenian border, a long 538
mile trip to San Lorenzo in the Autonomous Friuli-Venezia-Giulia Region for a visit to the Lis Neris Winery. The Kauffman boutique provided our two last whites, both from Lis Neris. The Lis 2003, a blend of
Chardonnay, Pinot Gris and Sauvignon, was undistinguished. Dmitri

commented that the Lis Neris Confini 2004 was rather like a Tocai, but
is a blend of Gewurtztraminer, Pinot Grigio, and Riesling, and not the
Tocai Friuliano widely grown in the region.
Dmitri arranged our flight plan for the reds, providing a proper sequence for the top Italian wines to follow. We went back to Tuscany
for another Antinori wine from the Concerto cellar, Marchese Antinori Chianti Classico Riserva 2001, made from 90% Sangiovese grapes
grown on three of the Antinori Tuscan estates. This wine has a Wine
Spectator 91 and a Parker 90 score. Dmitri commented that “a reserve
wine such as this needs at least 10 years to open up; it's for cellaring, to
be enjoyed after another 5 years.”
Dmitri brought 3 of his top Super Tuscan wines from Ca'Marcanda,
a Gaja estate near the village Castagneto Carducci which is close to
the coast: Promis, a Merlot-Syrah-Sangiovese blend; Magari, a blend of
Merlot (50%), Cabernet Sauvignon (25%) and Cabernet Franc (25%);
and Camarcanda, their top-of-the-line Super Tuscan. The Ca'Marcanda
estate is an architectural wonder, designed by architect Giovanni Bo
with buildings and caves built of entirely natural materials into slopes
now covered with transplanted 60 year old olive trees. Ca'Marcanda's
Promis is the entry level wine, ready to drink now. The 2004 Magari is a
pure Bordeaux blend, and just becoming mature.
Before getting to Ca'Marcanda's top of the line, Dmitri suggested we
make another trip north about 4 hours to Tenuta San Leonardo in Avio,
Trentino to try their San Leonardo, another Bordeaux blend of Cabernet Sauvignon (60%), Cabernet Franc (30%), and Merlot (10%).
Now back to Bolgheri, a DOC in the province of Livorno on the Tuscan coast to try the famous Ornellaia (2002) and the Camarcanda,
which both carry the Bolgheri appelation. Tenuta dell'Orenellaia was
one of the earliest producers of Super Tuscan wines; blends that favor
Bordeaux varieties, leaving out Sangiovese, the traditional base of Tuscan reds. Ornellaia passed through Mondavi hands until 2005 when it
was sold to the Italian Frescobaldi family. Dmitri commented that the
Ornellaia 2002 was “very new world” while the Camarcanda 2003 was
“completely closed and would be for several years. This is a wine for
cellaring.”
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John Ortega and Andrey Abijidi, Communications Director of Swissotel Krasny Holme,
who welcomed the guests but had other
commitments

Herman Gewert

Jan Heere

2004 Ca'Marcanda Promis IGT (Wine Advocate 89)
The 2004 Promis; a blend of 55% Merlot, 35% Syrah and 10% Sangiovese, opens
with pretty aromatics followed by plenty of plump sweet dark fruit, earthiness and
black pepper notes. Medium in body, it displays excellent length on the palate as
well as a fine, fresh finish.
2004 Ca'Marcanda Magari IGT (Wine Advocate 91)
The 2004 Magari; 50% Merlot, 25% Cabernet Franc and 25% Cabernet Sauvignon, is
a rich, ripe effort. It offers notable concentration in its sweet dark fruit and toasted
oak flavors, with excellent length and plenty of freshness on the finish. It is a stylish,
highly enjoyable wine to drink now and over the next five to seven years.

Ortega easy rating system:
I love this wine! 5 pts.
I really like this wine! 4 pts.
This wine is good! 3 pts.
This wine is not that good! 2 pts.
I don’t really care for this wine! 1 pt.

2003 Ca'Marcanda Camarcanda (Wine Advocate 89)
The 2003 Camarcanda, 50% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon and 10% Cabernet
Franc, is the estate’s top wine. A deep ruby, it is a super-ripe, full-bodied wine
packed with masses of dark fruit, spices, minerals and toasted oak. Although it offers excellent freshness for the vintage, its overall balance remains penalized by the
hard, coarse tannins that are typical of the 2003s.

Source: Wine Advocate
The last two legs of our journey brought us north and west to Alba in the Piedmont region for a Barbaresco, Marchesi di Grecy Barbaresco Camp Gros Martinenga 1998, and finally over to Vinicola Fabio near Verona to try their Amarone, both ordered from the Concerto wine list. The Barbaresco did not make
much of an impression and was a disappointing representative of this fine Piedmont super wine region. Amarone is a specialty of the Veneto region, made
from several varieties of local grapes held over to dry in large open halls, and
finally fermented to a high alcohol level, leaving them somewhat sweet. Dmitri
commented that Fabio was not among the better in the region.
It was a long trip, but as Knight Herman Gewert commented the next
day, “With Dmitri’s guidance, it was a very nice evening under the full moon. I
howled the whole way home.”
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Knights of the Vine
John Ortega,
Managing Director, International Apparel
Charles Borden,
Director, Meridian Capital
George Voloshin,
International Business Director
Jan Heere, General Director,
Inditex Zara Group Russia
Dmitry Pinski,
Owner, DP Trade (wine importer)

Alberto Maiorana and Mukhamed Evloev

Charles Borden

Mukhamed Evloev,
Lawyer, Hellevig, Klein & Usov
Alberto Maiorana,
Sicily Wine Valley
Galina Likhacheva,
Editor, Magnum Wine Magazine
Herman Gewert,
Director, IKEA Mega Mall

Galina Likhacheva

Dmitry Pinski

the ratings

		
Retail USD
Retail RR
Retailer
White wine
1. Mastroberardino Novaserra Greco di Tufo 2005
$95.33
2,450r.
Concerto
2. Antinori Cervaro Castello della Sala 2004
$223.74
5,750r.
Concerto
3. Lis Neris Lis 2003
$55.76
1,433r.
Kauffman
4. Lis Neris Confini 2004
$64.82
1,666r.
Kauffman
		
$439.65	11,299r.		
					
Red wine
1. Antinori Marchesi Antinori Chianti Classico Riserva 2001
$105.06
2,700r.
Concerto
2. Gaja Ca’Marcanda Estate Toscana Promis 2004
$63.04
1,620r.
Vinum
3. Gaja Ca’Marcanda Estate Toscana Magari 2004
$94.55
2,430r.
Vinum
4. Tenuta San Leonardo, San Leonardo 2000
$106.23
2,730r.
Vinum
5. Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia, Ornellaia 2002
$197.12
5,066r.
Kauffman
6. Gaja Ca’Marcanda Estate Bolgheri Camarcanda 2003
$202.72
5,210r.
Vinum
7. Marchesi di Grecy Barbaresco Camp Gros Martinenga 1998
$166.73
4,285r.
Kauffman
8. Fabiano Amarone della Valpolicella Classico 2001
$175.49
4,510r.
Concerto
		
$1,110.93	28,551r.		

Rating
3.70
4.40
2.98
3.22
3.57

3.57
3.95
4.08
3.53
4.14
3.80
3.40
3.51
3.75

Note: Prices from Concerto are wine list prices – expect them to be about twice retail shop prices.
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Nick Van Riemsdijk, Executive
Chef of Courtyard by Marriott
Moscow City Center
talks to Annet Kulyagina
Nick, why do you think one can be
called a chef?
You know, we can all cook; everything
we do is just simple, but the way you turn
just a dish into a fairy tale is the chef’s
work. We have to make food beautiful,
delicious of course, but simple; to see
the consistency is to make the dish clear.
What is the traditional English food?
Well, tradition is steak and kidney pudding, beer. Traditionally most of the
food is stodgy… You know, if you do go
outside of London there are some terrible restaurants, when I visit my mom, I
go out with my brother and he is always
complaining that the food is bad. We
do have a few excellent restaurants, but
they are expensive. When tourists come
to UK they don’t want to pay much money in the restaurant, because the UK is
expensive and they come to a cheap pub
and end up with bad fish and chips. And
that is their idea of English food, which
isn’t the case. It’s just you pay for what
you get anywhere you go.
As time goes by, the traditions
change?
Yes, of course, recipes are changing; but
the tradition also changes. What really is
changing is the way we serve the food
up: not such big portions, contemporary
decoration.
What is the main criterion in your
restaurant: to make good food or to
make expensive food?
Well, we do good food and we also try
42
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to optimize the value for money for
our guests… we do not overprice ourselves…
How many years have you been working in Russia?
How many years have I been here? A
long time. In this hotel a year from last
December. In Russia I first came in 2000,
I stayed here for three years and then I
went to Portugal opened up a hotel and
then I came back…
Why?
I missed it; I missed my friends, I missed
working here. Well, I came back because
I liked the place. I like the team, people
here work hard. They are good people
to work with… and I have a lot of friends
around the city. The best friends I’ve
ever known are here in this place.
Hmm… let me ask you another question
about working in Russia. You say you
like working with the team here, what
about working for Russian clients?
Oh, I like any client, but working here is
good because Russian clients are very
open to try new things. Feeding Russian
clients is very interesting, they are ready
to try new things and wait for them. The
last thing I want to do is to work with
fussy eaters who would say what they
like and what not. And it’s fantastic how
quick the city changes. For the seven
years I know it, it changed a lot. Life here
is moving fast. And we are always changing as well. Here we listen to the guests
comments and complaints. We do it ev-

ery day. My team is willing to learn and I
love to teach.
Who is a chef: a manager, a director,
a teacher?
Well I am an executive chef. I am a manager. I am in charge of the kitchens; well
you can call me a director, a Director of
Food. The chef is a chef!
When did you start cooking?
When I was seven years old I made cookies, and I sort of started my own little
business. I started to learn this business
and by the time I left school I felt that it
was my vocation and that is what I want
to do, and I have never looked back
since. But seriously, I started when I was
16 years old when I joined a large hotel
company called Forte Hotels. I moved to
London at sixteen and a half and I started
working in this group of five stars hotels
in London. They moved me around the
hotels and worked me like a dog. That
was the beginning of my experience.
When did you gain your personal experience?
Well, if you spend sixteen hours a day,
seven days a week, with highly professionally trained people for several years,
you will certainly manage to catch some
good tricks.
Can you tell some of them?
I can tell one. You have to trust people
you work with. I can tell that I am really
proud of my team. To see them growing
is nice.

Wine & Dine

Recipes from Nick Van Riemsdijk,
Executive Chef of Courtyard by
Marriott Moscow City Center

Fillet of Angus beef with a leek
stilton and porcini crust
Black Angus fillet of beef	150g
Shitake Mushrooms
30g
Fresh tarragon
8g
English stilton cheese 	40g
Egg	1/2
Cream 	20g
Leek cleaned and sliced 	40g
Large potato 	120g
Demi glace 	40 g
Method
Season the fillet of beef with cracked black pepper and salt crystals
and sear fully in a very hot pan with grape seed oil and a little butter and cook in an oven at 170C until very rare 37C in the center. Pan
sear the shitake Mushrooms with butter oil and tarragon and add
into a bowl with the grated Stilton, the sliced leek, the egg and the
cream, salt and pepper. Gently mix and spoon onto the top of the
steak and place the steak back into the oven at 190c until the steak
reaches medium rare 52C and serve on a fondant potato which is
simply a potato braised in butter and beef stock. (Oxo if you have
it!) Serve with a nice bottle of chilled cask conditioned ale lovely
jubbley !

Mango summer pudding
Mango	120g
Sweet brioche (bread)
30g
Mango puree 	15ml
Mango juice 	15ml
Leaf gelatin 	2g
Mango sorbet
50g
Method
Line your chosen mold with plastic film. Soak the leaf gelatin in
cold water and heat the mango juice and puree until it simmers.
Add the soaked gelatin and dissolve it. Slice up the ripe mango and
slice the sweet brioche; soak the sweet brioche with the mango
and gelatin.
Mixture and layer the brioche with the sliced mango in to the
mould.
Press down and refrigerate for 4 to 5 hours until the pudding is
set. Turn out and serve with mango ice cream.
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Accenti
Innovative Italian cuisine with Japanese touches.
11.00–last guest.
7 Kropotkinsky Per., (495)246-1515
Park Kultury
(Fri, Sat, Sun)

Benihana
Japanese Teppan-style restaurant and fusion lobby
bar. Dishes skillfully prepared in front of customers.
Noon-midnight. 5 Pushkinskaya Ploschad,
(495) 650-1023
Tverskaya

Adriatico
Exquisite dining. Four seating areas, each with its
own style and menu. Noon-last guest.
3 Blagoveschensky Per., (495) 650-7914
Mayakovskaya
Aist
Occupying a three-floor mansion, the first floor holds
a cafe with a designer interior, a mixed menu from a
variety of cuisines and more moderate prices than
are found on the second level. Besides higher prices,
the second floor also has a classical 19th-century
dining room interior and a fine-dining menu with a mix
of French, Italian and Mediterranean dishes. The third
floor offers a summer patio. Noon-midnight.
8/1 Malaya Bronnaya Ul., (495) 36-9131/32
Pushkinskaya

American Bar&Grill
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs breakfast and
more. Children’s room on weekends. 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., (495) 250-9525,
Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, (495) 912-3621/15,
Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade
Centre), (495) 956-4843,
Yuzhnaya

BISTROT	
Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall, summer
patio.
Noon-05.00.
12 Bol.Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, (495) 248-4045
Kievskaya
Bellagio
Chic Italian in a scenic and elegant atmosphere.
Live music.
8 Mosfilmovskaya Ul., (495) 143-8887
Kievskaya

– over $100
– Wi-Fi

Antonio
Stylishly modern yet warm restaurant. Wide selection of French and Italian wines. Live music.
2a Ulitsa 1905 Goda, (495) 255-1125
Ulitsa 1905 Goda

– $15-30 •
– $30-50 •
– $50-100 •
– Reservations recommended • – Kids menu • – Delivery •

Blowfish
Asian Fusion. Noon-midnight.
30 Tsvetnoy Bulvar, (495) 694-0145
Tsvetnoy Bulvar

Biscuit
Casual dining, eclectic menu. Sun-Wed. Noon-Midnight., Thu-Sat Noon-01.00.
19 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, Bldg. 1, (495) 925-1729
Kuznetsky Most

Angelico’s
Italian food with pan-European flair. Homemade
pastas and seafood. Noon-midnight.
6 Bolshoy Karetny Per., (495) 699-3696
Tsvetnoi Bulvar
(orders from $200)

Cost of dinner for one without drinks • – to $15 •
– English-language menu • – Business lunch •

Bericony
Home-style Georgian cuisine cooked over charcoal.
Traditional decor. Homemade wine. 11.00-last guest.
11 Ul. Volkhonka, Bldg. 6, (495) 298-1332
Kropotkinskaya

Botanika
Small, but cute, eatery decorated in soothing shades
of green fusion restaurant. Serves innovative and
tasty modern dishes for very reasonable prices. Attracts a fairly fashionable crowd. 11.00-midnight.
61a Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul.,
(495) 254-0064
Belorusskaya

Amfiteatro
French, Italian, and Mediterranean food with a few
Georgian dishes. Live music. Noon-last guest.
7 Marksistskaya Ul., (495) 911-0523
Taganskaya

Bellezza
Restaurant-Club located in the city centres a perfect
place to take a calm and thoughtless time. Italian
cuisine complimented by the exclusive stylish interior
of a manor. Author’s cuisine, big selection of meat
dishes, salads and deserts.
23 Krasnaya Presnya, Bldg. 1/B,
(495) 252-1214, R: +7(903) 513-1409
12.00-last guest.
Ulitsa 1905 Goda

Apple Bar & Restaurant
A chic and intimate lounge serving classical and
original innovative cocktails. The Restaurant offers
a selection of simple and tasty European dishes.
Contemporary atmosphere of harmony and fashion.
Bar open 24 hours. Restaurant 7.00-last guest.
11, ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, (495) 980-7000
Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
Anime i Manga
Sushi bar with, as the name would suggest, a
Japanese animation and cartoon theme. The walls
and tables are covered with Japanese cartoons.
Waitresses dress like Japanese schoolgirls. Noonmidnight.
79 Butyrskaya Ul., (495) 210-3549
Dmitrovskaya

Bocconcino
Modest, yet elegantly designed Italian restaurant
that prides itself on its pizzas and probably offers the
thinnest crusts in town. The pizzas are good value,
but the bill can add up if you start ordering other
dishes or wine. Noon-midnight.
7 Strastnoi Bulvar, (495) 699-7359
Pushkinskaya

Atlas Cafe and Bar
Watch sport broadcasts and enjoy European cuisine.
Open from 11.00 to 23.00
57 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., Bldg.1, (495) 255 9887
Belorusskaya

Bon
The third in a series of designer restaurants with
design by Philippe Starck, the other two were opened
in Paris. Italian cuisine for, as would be expected,
substantial prices. Noon-last guest.
4/4 Yakimanskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, (495) 737-8009
Polyanka

Bavarius
Bavarian food, beer. Noon-midnight.
2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., Bldg.1, (495)699-4211
Mayakovskaya
Banana Leaf
Sports bar with huge video screen and decent
Indian food. Noon-22.45 (restaurant), 10.00-22.30
(sports bar).
2 Kozitsky Per., (495) 629-2114
Tverskaya
Bleachers 2
All the fun you can handle. 24 hours.
30, Tsvetnoy Bulvar, (495) 694-2303
Tsvetnoy Bulvar

Bosco
Italian menu with good selection of wines. Relaxed
atmosphere. 11.00-23.00. 3 Red Square, GUM, 1st
floor, (495) 929-3182/3139
Okhotny Ryad
CRU	
Modern Italian cuisine prepared by Milanese chef.
Specialties include homemade desserts. Noon-last
guest
61 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., (495) 254-0064
Barrikadnaya
CafE Pushkin
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian cuisine
in lavish, 19th century surroundings. The is a bustling
ground-floor dining hall and a more sophisticated (and
pricier) experience complete with classical quartet,
on the upper levels. Reservation essential. 24 hours.
Tverskoy Bulvar, 26a, (495) 699-5590
Pushlinskaya

Beer Market
Out of the way, but has Moscow’s best range of
on-tap beers numbering some 70 varieties. Modern
interior and a classic range of food suitable for accompanying beer. Noon-midnight.
69 Butyrskaya Ul., (495) 977-7959
Savyolovskaya
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Bel Mondo
Cozy European eatery with a classical interior.
Noon-midnight.
16/23 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., (495) 250-0029
Mayakovskaya
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Cutty Sark
Restaurant stylized as a luxury ocean yacht. Fresh
seafood. Aquarium with live lobsters and crabs;
over 40 varieties of fish in an ice showcase; oysters
bar. Seasonal offers from the chef. Wine from
France, Italy, Spain and the New World and other
elite beverages; cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room.
11:00-midnight. All cards are accepted.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, (495) 202-1312/1621
Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya
Cafe des Artistes
Elegant French eatery and exhibition hall in one.
11.00-01.00.
5/6 Kamergersky Per., (495) 692-4042
Tverskaya
Cantinetta Antinori
Out-of-this-world Italian plus a selection of
50+ Antinori wines. Noon-midnight.
20 Denezhny Per., (495) 241-3771
Smolenskaya
Cipollino
Coffee and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery a
stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathedral.
Three halls with numerous divans make for cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant. Noon-6.00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg. 1, (495) 291-6576
Kropotkinskaya
CafE Roset
Along with an excellent kitchen, Cafe Roset offers a
spectacular wine on the list, the Australian, Clarendon Hills Syrah. 9.00 - midnight.
29, Kutusovsky Prospect, (495) 249-9040
Kutuzovskaya
Caffe Fresco
Relaxed but elegant atmosphere. Homemade pastas,
pizza, and grilled seafood by an Italian chef.
Noon-last guest.
8, 1st Frunzenskaya Ul., (499) 242-0562
Park Kultury
Cicco Club
Family-friendly classic Italian restaurant.specialises
in Italian wines.
8-10 Azovskaya Ul., (495) 310-3611
Nakhimovsky Prospekt

City Grill
Contemporary European cuisine, state-of-the-art
interior. Noon-2.00.
2/30 Sad.-Triumphalnaya Ul.,
(495) 699-0953
Mayakovskaya
Concerto Restaurant and Bar
Experience Italian cooking combined with the freshest herbs and ingredients. Guests are entertained
by the live show in the theatre kitchen, where the
Italian dishes are produced in the burning oven.A
large variety of pizzas and wide choice of cheese.
For beverages you can rely on the expertise of our
sommelier.
Kosmodamianskaya Nab., 52 Building 6,
(495) 787 98 00 ext. 3196
Paveletskaya
Courvoisier
Modern European restaurant frequented by the chic
and stylish. 24 hours.
Malaya Sukharevskaya Ploschad, Bldg.8,
(495) 924-8242
Sukharevskaya
Correa’s
A chain of charming New York-style cafe restaurants.
Reservation advised. 9.00-midnight.
82/2 Sadovnicheskaya Ul., (495) 969-2113
Paveletskaya
40/2 Bolshoi Ordinka Ul., (495) 725-6035
Tretiakovskaya
32 Bolshoi Gruzinskaya Ul., (495) 205-9100
Belorusskaya
85/1 Rublevo-Uspenskoe Highway, (495) 739-2586
Krilatskoe
Cafe Ararat
Armenian food inside the Ararat Park Hyatt. Mon-Fri
noon-midnight, Sat-Sun 10.00-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul.,
(495) 783-1234 ext. 5028
Okhotny Ryad
China Club
French-Asian fusion cuisine in an elegant interior.
Noon-midnight. 21 Ul. Krasina, (495) 232-2778
Mayakovskaya

Wine & Dine

Donna Clara
Cozy cafe with a good selection of desserts.
Noon-23.00.
21/13 Malaya Bronnaya Ul.,
(495) 290-3848
Tverskaya, Mayakovskaya
Dzhusto
Upscale Japanese eatery. Sun-Thu noon–midnight,
Fri-Sat noon-2.00.
9 Bolshoi Tolmachevsky Per.,
(495) 937-3750, 953-6595
Tretyakovskaya
Fauchon
Acclaimed French gourmet delicatessen, wine
department and more. 10.00-23.00.
1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 7
(495) 978-8083/74 (boutique/restaurant)
Mayakovskaya
File
Decorated with seaside motifs, the name means
fillet and this small one-room restaurant does, as you
would expect, serve fish fillets among other seafood
dishes. 11.00-23.00.
4/3 Strastnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 3,
(495) 650-2844
Pushkinskaya
Floridita
The total Cuban experience. Live Cuban bands, DJ,
cocktails, La Casa del Habanos. Noon-last guest
36 Stari Arbat, (495) 241-0392
Arbatskaya
Frant
Centrally located, two-story cafe located in a
downtown historical building. Situated on a corner
with high ceilings and large windows, this cafe is wellsuited to sipping coffee while watching the world
walk by. 11.00-midnight
1 Ul. Solyanka, (495) 628-5539
Kitai Gorod
Galereya
Popular with high-end crowd. Menu includes sushi,
European favorites, and more. 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, (495) 937-4544
Chekhovskaya
Genatsvale
Classic Georgian cuisine with terrific Georgian wine.
Live music from 19.00. Noon-midnight.
12/1 Ul. Ostozhenka, (495) 202-0445
Kropotkinskaya
(Fri, Sat)
Godunov
Russian cousin in this restaurant have been adapted
to be more tourist-friendly. Try the almond vodka or
medovuha (honey mead). Noon-midnight.
Teatralnaya ploshchad’, 5/1, (495) 298-56-09
Teatralnaya
Goodman Steak House
Huge steaks, plus generous side dishes and classic
American desserts, Noon-midnight.
23 Tverskaya Ul., (495) 937-5679
Tverskaya
Giardino Italiano
Warm and relaxed Sicilian restaurant specialising in
handmade pastas and seafood. Generous portions.
Noon-23.00. 37 Leninsky Prospekt,
(495) 958-1292
Leninsky Prospekt

Green
In this restaurant you have an opportunity to try
dishes composed by Anatoly Komm – the only Russian
chief, admitted in Europe. Noon-midnight.
30/7 Petrovka Ul., (495) 650-6887
Chekhovskaya
Grillage
European-Russian cuisine with vegetarian menu and
homemade chocolates. Good wines and Chinese teas.
Noon-midnight.
1/2 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 953-9333
Novokuznetskaya
Guroo
Indian cuisine in traditional surroundings. Attentive
service and pleasant ambience. Noon-midnight.
20/30 Krzhizhanovskogo Ul., Bldg.1, (495) 125-6276
Profsoyuznaya
Gogol-Mogol
Chic French-style cafe serving Russian and European
food. 10.00-23.00.
6 Gagarinsky Pereulok, (495) 203-5506
Kropotkinskaya
GQ bar
Chic French-style cafe serving Russian and European
food. 10.00-23.00.
6 Gagarinsky Per., (495) 203-5506
Kropotkinskaya
I Fiori
A fashionable place for fashionable people with a fashionable menu featuring Italian, European, Japanese
and Thai. Has a chill-out section plus turntables for
guest DJs. The restaurant doubles as an interiordesign studio, so all items such as vases and so on
are for sale. Noon-last guest.
36/9 Novy Arbat, (495) 290-7160
Arbatskaya
ICHIBAN BOSHI
A good quality Japanese food with modernize presentation in cool ambience, at affordable price.
11.00-midnight.
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul., (495) 255-0909
Krasnopresnenskaya
105-1 Vernadskogo Prosp., (495) 433-9151
Yugo-Zapadnaya
Italianets
Casual Italian dining with a French twist.
Noon-23.00.
13 Samotyochnaya Ul., (495) 688-5651
Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Just Cafe
Super-central European restaurant-club the interior
complemented by large mirrors in elaborate frames
and crystal chandeliers. Award-winning cocktail
concoctor Seyran Gevorkyan mixes up tasty tipples.
24 hours.
5/6 Tverskaya Ul.,
(495) 692-6158
Okhotny Ryad
Ju-Ju
African-European fusion interior reflecs a hunting
house conveys the idea of a meat restaurant. Open
kitchen with wood-burning stove and a chargrill. A
huge selection of meat and fish dishes.
15 Smolensky Bulvar, (495) 291-1667
12.00-last guest, kitchen till 23.30.
Smolenskaya
Kambala
Seafood restaurant where you mix and match your
seafood from a bed of ice with your vegetables from
wicker baskets and have them prepared to your liking. Seating is in little dinghy-like booths named after
Georgian towns. Noon-midnight.
11 Novy Arbat, Bldg. 2, (495) 291-4909
Arbatskaya

Karetny dvor
Azerbaijanian restaurant samples a range of starters
like marinated chicken and stuffed peppers before
moving on to a generous hank of shashlyk. 24 hours.
52 Povarskaya Ul., (495) 291-6376
Arbatskaya
Khato
Modern Japanese restaurant with diverse Japanese
menu. 11.00-midnight.
19B. Nikitskaya Ul., Bldg.1, (495) 290-2254
Arbatskaya
Keks
Gallery restaurant with a 1970s European feel.
11.00-last guest.
11 Ul. Timura Frunze, (495) 249-6362
Park Kultury
Kolkhi
Classic food plus fat-free fitness menu.
Noon-midnight.
1/1 Leningradsky Prospekt, (495) 257-3176
Belorusskaya
Ko-Bor-Dash
Classical and formal interior with crystal chandeliers
and portraits in gold frames hanging on the walls.
Serves a variety of cuisines including Italian and
Uzbek. Noon-midnight. 3 Orlikov Per., (495) 207-8100
Krasniye Vorota
Kitaisky Kvartal
Authentic Uigur cusine from the Xinjian Province of
China. 24 hours.
12/1 Prospekt Mira, (495) 207-6252
Sukharevskaya
Knyaz Bagration
Georgian cuisine in authentic 19th century atmosphere, as well as wines and ingredients brought
from Georgia. Noon-midnight.
58 Ul. Pluschikha, Bldg. 1, (495) 933-7171
Park Kultury
Khajuraho
Indian & European cuisine amongst wooden replicas of
Indian sculptures. Noon-23.00.
14 Shmitovsky Per., (495) 256-8136/7202
Ul. 1905 Goda
(Fri, Sat)
La Hacienda
Authentic Mexican Cuisine under direction of Moeses
Castro. Noon-midnight.
13 Komsomolskiy Prospekt, (495) 246-5726
Park Kulturi
La Grotta
Modern Italian cuisine in a light, spacious interior.
Noon-midnight.
27/4 Bolshaya Bronnaya Ul., (495) 694-3057
Tverskaya
Louisiana Steak House
A variety of steaks and shashlik. European food
served as well. 11.00-1.00.
30 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 4, (495) 951-4244
Novokuznetskaya
La Voile
Super expensive seafood restaurant with a designer
interior in gold tones. Boasts a tapas menu as well as
a variety of seafood. Noon-midnight.
19 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., (495) 771-7940
Belorusskaya
Lubyansky
Housed in the same building as the FSB's premises
by Lubanskaya Ploshchad. The two-level restaurant
among its numerous designer features has five
projection screens, a DJ and VJ booth and a soundproofed area suitable for either karaoke or private
business meetings. The menu offers a mixture of
Middle Eastern, Mediterranean with some Russian
offerings. 24 hours.
7 Malaya Lubyanka,
(495) 621-1378
Lubyanka
Lyustra
European, Middle Eastern and fusion cuisine in
elegant 19th century palace. Noon-last guest.
11/1 Vorotnikovy Per., (495) 699-5852/3378
Mayakovskaya

L’ Etranger
Intimate French-style fusion with friendly atmosphere. 12.00-midnight.
13, 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., (495) 250-9648
Mayakovskaya
Loft
European with French emphasis. Great view of
Moscow from the open-air balcony. 9.00-23.00.
25 Nikolskaya, (495) 933-7713/14
Lubyanka
Little Japan
Japanese cuisine of average price and standard.
13.00-1.00.
12a B. Dorogomilovskaya Ul., (495) 243-2133
Kievskaya
Mekhana Bansko
Full Bulgarian menu. Whole baked lamb marinated in
beer on Fridays. Folk music and dancing waiters.
Sun-Thur noon-23.00, Fri-Sat noon-last guest.
9/1 Smolenskaya Ploshad, (495) 244-7387
Smolenskaya
Maharaja
A favourite spot for spicy Indian food.
Noon-23.00.
2/1 Ul. Pokrovka, (495) 921-9844
Kitai-Gorod
Macaroni
Relaxed, cozy restaurant serving classic Italian food.
Noon-midnight.
62 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., (495) 255-5593
Barrikadnaya
Mario
Delightful elegance and style flavoured with best
quality Italian dishes.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, (495) 253-6505
Ulitsa 1905 Goda
Monplasir
French cuisine in a lavish 19th-century
Russian dining hall. 11.00-last guest.
2 Ul. Schipok, (495) 737-0494
Belorusskaya
Madam Galife
Thai, Hungarian, Andalusian and Georgian food.
Live music. Noon-midnight weekdays,
17.00-midnight Sat-Sun.
26/1 Prospekt Mira, (495) 775-2601
Prospekt Mira
Milk and Honey
Modern European cuisine in an over-the-top 18th
century Hermitage-like interior. 24 hours.
38 Myasnitskaya Ul., (495) 921-3278
Chistiye Prudy
Moscow-Berlin
Ideal for coffee and desserts.
Central European menu. 24 hours.
52/2 Ploschad Tverskoi Zastavy, (495) 251-2282
Belorusskaya
Moscow-Rome
Upmarket, Mediterranean food. 24 hours.
12 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, Bldg. 2,
(495) 629-5702
Tverskaya
Maison Cafe
Home-style French cooking in pleasant environment.
Noon-midnight.
12 Savvinskaya Nab., Bldg. 8,
(495) 246-3240
Smolenskaya
Nostalgie
Sophisticated French cuisine with European and
Japanese touches. 5,000-bottle wine cellar.
Noon- last guest.
12A Chistoprudny Bulvar, (495) 625-7625
Chistiye Prudy
Night Flight
European favorites by Swedish chef: foie gras, elk
carpaccio, pineapple sorbet.
18.00-5.00.
17 Tverskaya Ul., (495) 629-4165
Tverskaya
Olhof
German beer garden on Pushkin Square. Pleasant
atmosphere. Noon-last guest.
5 Bolshoy Putinkovsky Pereulok,
(495) 699-2228
Tverskaya
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– over $100
– Wi-Fi

Druzhba
Reputedly the most authentic Chinese restaurant
in town, with an extensive menu ranging from the
exotic (ears, offal and trotters) to the more usual
meat and noodle dishes. 10.30-23.00.
4 Novoslobodskaya Ul., (495) 973-1234/12
Novoslobodskaya

Grand Cru
At Grand Cru, they’ve frozen and zapped the base ingredients of food for a scientifically intriguing eating
experienced. In this small, non-smoking wine-bar you
can try appetizer with consistency from foam to jelly,
which slip down without much need to chew, rather
like astronaut fodder. Noon-midnight.
22 Malaya Bronnaya Ul., (495) 650-0118
Tverskaya

Kasbar
Arabian, European and Japanese cuisine in oriental
interior. Belly dancers every evening.
Noon-last guest.
53/6 Ul. Ostozhenka, (495) 246-0246
Park Kultury

– $15-30 •
– $30-50 •
– $50-100 •
– Reservations recommended • – Kids menu • – Delivery •

Dorian Gray
Sophisticated, traditional Italian cuisine.
Great Kremlin view. Noon-01.00.
6/1 Kadyshevskaya Naberezhnaya,
(495) 238-6401
Polyanka

Goa
A chic restaurant and bar popular with a young
executive crowd. Noon-midnight.
8/2 Myasnitskaya Ul., (495) 504-40-31
Lubianka

Cost of dinner for one without drinks • – to $15 •
– English-language menu • – Business lunch •

Da Giacomo
The upmarket international Italian restaurant chain
representative in Moscow. The restaurant is said to
offer an exact copy of the menu available in its two
sister eateries. Best known for its seafood dishes.
Noon-midnight.
25/20 Ul. Spiridonovka, (495) 746-6964
Barrikadnaya

Wine & Dine
Ocean Dream
A seafood restaurant with a twist of Mediterranean
nd Portuguese fashion.
11.00-last guest
26 Nikoloyamskaya Ul., (495) 502-9906
Marksistskaya

Rikyu
Traditional Japanese cuisine in stylish surroundings.
Extensive drinks menu includes plum wines and goldflaked sake. Noon-midnight.
26 Prospekt Mira, Bldg. 8, (495) 937-8803
Prospekt Mira

Poison
Upmarket international menu and an extensive
cocktail list in stylish surroundings. Popular with hip
young crowd. Noon-6.00.
13 Ul. Myasnitskaya, Bldg. 3, (495) 923-0492
Chistiye Prudy, Lubyanka

Shafran
Situated between Patriarch’s Pond Pond and Tverskaya Ulitsa. Sample a range of the delicious mezes.
9,00-midnight.
12 Spiridonevsky Pereulok, Bldg. 9, (495) 737-9500
Tverskaya

Polo Club
International cuisine in stylish and modern surroundings. Menu includes prime beef steak and
a good selection of seafood. Extensive wine list.
18.00-midnight.
Marriot Royal Aurora Hotel, 11/12 Ul. Petrovka,
(495) 937-1024
Pushkinskaya

Simple Pleasures
First-rate American dining in tranquil atmosphere.
12.00-midnight daily, Tue, Fri, Sat-2.00.
22/1 Ul. Sretenka, (495) 207-1521
Sukharevskaya

Prado Cafe
Predictable offering of European, Italian, Chinese and
Japanese food in plush surroundings. Noon-2.00
2 Slavyanskaya Ploschad, (495) 784-6969
Kitai-Gorod
Petrovsky
Classically styled restaurant situated on the second
and third floors above a boutique. Offers European
dishes with modern touches. 11.00-midnight.
21 Ul. Petrovka, (495) 624-0358
Chekhovskaya

Sindbad
Delightfully fresh food. Which includes a veal stew
that never fails. The place is small and reservations
are not taken. 12.00-midnight.
14 Nikitsky Bulvar, (495) 291-7115
Tverskaya

Pasta della Mamma
Many kinds of home-made pasta and pizza.
Noon-midnight.
12/9 Spiridonyevskiy Per., (495) 730-5600
Pushkinskaya

SUDAR
Russian cuisine. Authentic russian dishes. Recipes
from old cookbooks.Noon-16.00 – 25% discount.
19th century mansion interior. Summer terrace
called "Abazhur"Noon-last guest.
36a kutuzovsky prospect, (499) 249-6965
Park Pobedy or Kutuzovskaya

– over $100
– Wi-Fi

Pinocchio
Gourmet dining. Italian chef and sommelier, Cuban
cigars. Noon-last guest.
5/7 Kamergersky Pereulok, (495) 699-7361
Okhotny Ryad
4/2 Kutuzovsky Preulok, (495) 243-5688
Kutuzovskaya

– $15-30 •
– $30-50 •
– $50-100 •
– Reservations recommended • – Kids menu • – Delivery •

Shatush
Modern Chinese cuisine with European influences.
Minimalist black wood interior. Noon-midnight.
17 Gogolevsky Bulvar, (495) 201-4071
Kropotkinskaya
Shtolts
European cuisine in three differently-decorated
rooms. Noon-last guest.
25–27 Savvinskaya Naberezhnaya, (495) 246-0253
Smolenskaya

Paname
French-owned with traditional menu, relaxed atmosphere.
7 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, (entrance through the
courtyard), (495) 629-2412
Okhotny Ryad

Cost of dinner for one without drinks • – to $15 •
– English-language menu • – Business lunch •

Scandinavia
Swedish-managed restaurant popular with expats.
Cocktail bar. Noon-last guest.
7 Maly Palashevsky Pereulok, (495) 937-5630
Tverskaya

Starlite Diner
American ‘50s-style diner, extensive menu with
great breakfasts, nachos and milkshakes.
Expat hangout. 24 hours.
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, (495) 290-9638
Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, (495) 959-8919
Oktyabrskaya

Praga
European, Russian, Japanese and Brazilian dishes in
luxurious setting. Ten different rooms and a nightclub. Noon-last guest.
2/1 Ul. Arbat, (495) 290-6171
Arbatskaya

Shokolad
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese
dishes. Cozy decor and live music. 24 hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, (495) 787-8866
Tverskaya

PEPERONI
Delicious Italian cuisine and decor. 11.00-midnight.
17 Petrovka Ul., (495) 980-7350
Pushkinskaya
Prego Pizza & Pasta
Traditional Italian cuisine and decor. 10.00-midnight.
6 Dolgorukovskaya Ul., (495) 785-7895
Novoslobodskaya

Sapporo
Modern Japanese restaurant with an extensive sushi
and sashimi menu. Noon-23.00.
14 Prospekt Mira, (495) 207-0198
Prospekt Mira

Parisienne
Four Dining halls in a 19th century mansion, with
traditional French cuisine. Vintage French and Italian
wines. Live salon jazz on Fridays/Saturdays.
13.00-last guest.
31 Leningradsy Prospect,

Semifreddo
Little bit of everything – special set from chef. Large
list of wines, sparkling wines, grappa and cognacs.
Noon-23.00.
2 Rossolimo Ul., (495) 248-6169
Park Kultury
Seno
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good option
for the budget- or time-conscious. Its excellent selfservice buffet offers a wide range of salads and hot
meals. 9.00-midnight.
6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, (495) 692-0452
Tverskaya

(495) 613-0784
Belorussaya, Dinamo
Riviere
Upscale French food in a smart setting.
Noon-last diner
4 Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Ul., (495) 243-0977
Kievskaya

Settebello
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy coffee
lounge. Noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., (495) 699-1656
Tsvetnoi Bulvar

Restavratsia
Modern European cuisine accompanied by more than
80 varieties of whisky. 17.00-5.00.
7 Leontyevsky Per., (495) 290-5659
Tverskaya
R (Thu, Fri, Sat)
Rytsarsky Club
Georgian specialties with great views from the top of
Vorobyovy Gory. 13.00-midnight.
28 Ul. Kosygina, (495) 930-0726
Leninsky Prospekt
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Spago
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas.
Live music. Noon-23.00
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok,
(495) 921-3797
Lubyanka

2007

Suliko
3 elegant dining rooms, 120 Georgian specialties.
Noon-midnight.
42/2 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka, (495) 238-2888
Polyanka

Vremya Yest
European food with German and Czech emphases.
Beer on tap. Noon-5.00.
1/2 Lesnaya Ul., 251-6873
Belorusskaya

Santorini
Greek food in a tavern setting. Noon-midnight.
15 Bolshaya Nikitskaya Ul., (495) 291-4588
Okhotny Ryad

Vanil
Fusion of French and Thai cuisine. Great view of the
nearby cathedral.
Noon-midnight.
1/9 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341
Kropotkinskaya

Tapa de Comida
Three-level Spanish restaurant. The first floor
features a tapas bar, while the second and third are
more serious restaurants.
The tapas bar offers a decent range of inexpensive
nibbles and a good range of affordable wines.
Shows sporting matches on a large screen. 24 hours.
20/2 Trubnaya Ul., Bldg. 3,
(495) 208-2007,
Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Tiflis
Georgian food in Tbilisi townhouse.
Noon-midnight.
32 Ul. Ostozhenka, (495) 290-2897
Kropotkinskaya
Tokyo
Creative setting with sophisticated Japanese food.
Noon-midnight.
6 Ul. Varvarka (inside Rossiya Hotel),
(495) 298-5707
Kitai-Gorod
Uley
Fusion from a French chef whose credo is “Food is
art”. Sun-Wed noon-2.00, Thu-Sat 14.00-2.00.
7 Ul. Gasheka, (495) 797-4333
Mayakovskaya
Tutto-Bene
Bright, eclectic decor with cuisine from different
Italian provinces. Vegetarian menu available.
Good selection of Italian and French wines.
Noon-23.00.
1/15 Kotelnicheskaya Naberezhnaya, (495) 234-3223
Kitai-Gorod
Tunnel
Japanese-American food with a European twist.
Menu includes shashlik, chicken curry and
vegetarian dishes. 24 hours.
7 Lubyansky Proezd, (495) 937-4101
Kitai-Gorod
Tesoro
Modern Italian food including over fifteen varieties of
pizza. Good venue for business or romantic dinners.
Live pianist evenings.
10.00-23.00.
4 Romanov Pereulok, (Romanov Business Centre),
937-7730
Tverskaya
T.G.I. Friday’s
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled setting.
Noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 200-3921/2497
Pushkinskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt., 238-3200
Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, in Atrium mall, 970-1187
Kurskaya
14 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg.1, 291-1318
Arbatskaya
23 Ul. Garibaldi, 779-4211
Noviye Cheryomushki.
3 Ul. Novoslobodskaya, 780-7922
Novoslobodskaya
Versiya 1.0
Super modern cafe-club-restaurant with a virtualreality theme. The menu consists of dishes of modern
European cuisine while the cocktail list is extensive.
The establishment's main drawing card however, is
its virtual-reality room, where the walls and doors
all become giant displays showing cosmic scenes,
ocean panoramas and other such "realities."
Noon-2.00, Fri. & Sat. noon-4.00.
3 Ul. Varvarka, (495) 647-1303/04
Ploshchad Revolyutsii
Vogue Cafe
European food, top clientele.
Mon-Thu 8.30-1.00, Fri 8.30-2.00,
Sat noon-2.00, Sun noon-1.00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, (495) 923-1701
Kuznetsky most

Vesna
Chic modern interior with an Italian-Japanese menu.
Noon-midnight.
19/1 Ul. Novy Arbat, (495) 783-6996
Arbatskaya
Villa Rosa
Fancy Italian restaurant housed in a 19th century
mansion. Features rose-colored interior design, highback arm chairs, chandeliers. Be prepared to spend a
lot of money. Noon-midnight.
52 Pyatnitskaya Ul., (495) 951-4080
Dobryninskaya
Yapona Mama
Japanese food in modern, steely surroundings.
Sun-Thurs noon-last guest, Fri-Sat noon-5.00.
11 Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 3, (495) 921-6098
Tsvetnoi Bulvar
(Fri, Sat, Sun)
Yellow Sea
Chinese and Japanese cooking with a separate oyster
menu. Chef’s specials, comprehensive wine and
cigars list, summer menu. Live gigs by international
artists on the summer terrace. Sun to Tue, noon to
1.00, Wed to Sat, from noon to 6.00
27 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka,
(495) 953 9634/54
Polyanka
Zolotoi Kupol
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and panEuropean cuisine.
Wide selection of beverages.
24 hours.
Gorky, Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,
(495) 419-5278
1 RedSquare
The menu features lavish, centuries-old recipes. Expect cream-laden meat dishes with sticky fruit-based
sauces and live folk music.
Noon-midnight.
1 Krasnaya ploshchad, (495) 625-3600
Okhotny Ryad
4 Angels Cafe
European, Russian and Japanese cuisine.
Cozy cafe with gorgeous interior. New menu. Collection 06/07 Autumn Winter.
Sunday-Thursday: 12.00-6.00 Friday-Saturday:
24 hours.
5 Pokrovka,
(495) 364-3339
Kitay-Gorod
5 Rings Restaurant
European and Russian cuisine. Classic European Restaurant with cozy atmosphere and elegant interior.
Noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, (495) 250-2551
Novoslobodskaya
13 Sandwiches Bistro
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm pressed gourmet
sandwiches.
9.00-21.00, delivery 19.00.
www.13sandwiches.ru
21 Ul. Trubnaya, (495) 106-4996
Trubnaya

The complete listing on
www.passportmagazine.ru
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How I didn't spend
my summer in Russia

by Linda Lippner

Lately, I have been feeling a lot of pressure to “get up and go” out of
Moscow to see the rest of the country. Ok, so I have taken some trips
around the local countryside and St. Petersburg is my 2nd Russian home,
but what about that vast area east of the Urals? The unknown territory
called Siberia and then on to the Pacific Coast of Russia. And of course,
the more tropical regions down in the Ukrainian Crimea and the Russian
Black Sea resort area which I just have to see one of these days. Vladivostok calls to me since I hear that it has a wonderful setting along the
Pacific Coast and just the thought of traveling 8 time zones across one
country would be a trippy thing to do.
And Lake Baikal; that watery gem of great geological and ecological
value - and I haven’t seen it! Does this matter? Perhaps because the
more energetic of my friends have now hiked the edges of the lake, and
the idea of going there is beckoning to me. A lake that may be 5 miles
deep if you count the sediment that has been piling up for millions of
years at the bottom, one of the largest repositories of water in the world,
and strange and unusual flora and fauna in an ecosystem all of its own.
There is only one big city, Irkutsk, to remind you that 20th century cities
in Russia can be a little grim for a holiday. My friends hardly saw Irkutsk,
though, as they spent their vacation in the wild. But not too wild since
they saw no bears, deer, seals or otherwise exotic wildlife. In fact, they
reported they saw little wildlife at all; even birds, which they thought was
very unusual for such an isolated place.
But traveling to Lake Baikal or parts further east or south can be a challenge. The Trans Siberian railway or Aeroflot can get me to Irkutsk, but
can I rent a car so that I can travel around the lake? I think not, since no
roads go around the lake. And down to the Crimea? I can take a train
but be sure to have your papers in order to get across the border since
Ukraine now owns the Crimea. I might fly down to Sochi, but try to get
a room at a hotel down there – the summer season has been booked for
weeks. If Russia is lucky, Sochi will win the location for the Winter Olympics and any trip to Sochi will have you dodging construction cranes,
installation of snow blowers on the mountain slopes, and higher prices
in the restaurants. But perhaps there will be a few more hotel rooms to
choose from in the summer once the Olympic hoopla is over.
So once again, I will travel up to St. Petersburg for a quick weekend
away from Moscow to look at the beautiful buildings, walk along the
Neva River and visit a few museums. Familiar, easy to get to, and lots of
shopping.
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Our Lady of Hope: Catholic Ministry in Moscow
By Susan Hetherington
simultaneous language aspect of the Mass.
Father Michael recites the prayers, and delivers the sermon first in English and then
in French. On other Sundays, I am told, he
reverses the process of French and then in
English. Readings from the bible are either
recited in English or French with the corresponding language printed in the program. Somehow, I found it very relaxing to
listen to the Holy Scripture in French, which
I understand only slightly. I imagine that it
might be a little like listening to a service in
Latin; comforting, if not completely understandable.
Services are held at St Mary’s since there
is no designated church space in Moscow
at the present time. Someday this may
happen, but the growing congregation
makes do with borrowed space in this convenient location. There is a mix of African
French-speaking members of Our Lady of
Hope with a growing Philippine community speaking Tagalog and English. Other
members of the church community come
from the general English and Frenchspeaking expatriate population of Moscow

and naturalized Russian citizens and their
families. What I found most amazing was
the talent and energy of the small choirs
singing in French, English and Tagalog with
accompaniment by acoustical guitars and
drums. The vaulted ceilings give back an
incredible musical sound.
Father Michael is available for special
Masses on request, as well as Confession
and Sacraments by appointment, and there
are Masses for all of the high holy days of
the Roman Catholic Church. The tightly
knit community of congregants takes care
of each other, and those in need somehow
find their way to the parish’s door. The
Community supports Caritas-Academica;
helping mixed race families and young and
older people in difficulties in Moscow with
used clothes, donated food and a welcome
in a city that offers little to those who have
dark skin, a different religion and many cases, a different language.

For more information contact:
ourladyofhope@m.astelit.ru

advertising

For English and French speakers in Moscow, there is a wonderful weekly service
conducted in the crypt, or lower level, at
the Immaculate Conception Cathedral of
the Virgin Mary in Moscow on Bolshaya
Gruzinskaya Ulitza 27 at the civilized hour
of noon on Sundays. Father Michael Ryan
of the Catholic order of Marist Priests conducts Mass simultaneously in English and
French. When I arrived one Sunday, the
worship space was emptying out from a
previous service conducted for the Korean
community. I decided this was a truly international setting since the before-mentioned crypt is in the “Polish” Cathedral or
St. Mary’s, where the service is conducted
in Russian, Polish and other languages in
the grand sanctuary above.
Arriving one lovely Sunday morning, and
going down a small flight of stairs, I was welcomed by a smiling usher who found me a
seat in an interesting space of whitewashed
vaulted ceilings, stone walls, and with an alter placed in the center of a slightly shortened cross-shaped room or crypt. When
the services began, I then understood the
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Postcard from Belarus

Belarusian babushka remedies
By Anne Coombes

When traveling to Belarus, it’s best not to let on that you are suffering from a runny nose, athletes’ foot, or any other form of bodily
malady. You’re likely to find yourself inundated with medical advice and before you know it, you’ll be agreeing to sit on a cabbage
poultice or sticking beetroot into all available orifices. Of course, I exaggerate – but only a little.
Belarus’ ancient Slavic legacy is evident in its
festivals, customs and superstitions, and never more so than when it comes to old wives’
folklore. Most ‘babushka’ remedies are so
awful, you can’t help but think they were invented to stop children (and husbands) from
whining about feeling ill. You’d have to be
truly desperate to want to try them. A case in
point is a delightful (though not particularly
popular) remedy for hiccups. Be brave and
rub mustard and vinegar onto your tongue
then rinse off after two minutes. Undoubtedly, it’s the holding your breath in horror
that cures the attack of hiccups.
Cursed with hemorrhoids? Help is at hand.
Cure your nether region troubles and fix
lunch at the same time. Simply boil a large
pan of milk and add a few large chopped
onions. When steaming nicely, pop a toilet
seat over the pan and make yourself comfortable. The kitchen is a veritable pharmacy
of useful potions. Trickling warm beetroot
juice into your ear is a sure-fire way of curing a touch of earache. Just try not to dribble

the juice down your shirt – it’s a menace to
get out.
Dare to walk down the street without your
hat, scarf, gloves and heavy coat anytime
from October to April, and bustling Belarusian grannies will approach to berate you
on your foolhardiness. Leaving more than
a few square inches of skin exposed is tantamount to inviting flu germs to descend
on you according to local lore. Once you’ve
succumbed to a sniffle, the obvious answer
is to stuff a piece of garlic up each nostril for
15 minutes three times a day. Frog lovers with
sore throats might enjoy popping one in
their mouth for a while. Besides the immediate pleasure of such intimacy with your small
green friend, your tonsils will soon be feeling
as good as new. Moreover, as long as you
don’t inadvertently swallow him, your frog
will emerge with his own croak enhanced.
If froggy snacks aren’t your cup of tea, just
breathe heavily on him for several minutes.
It’s far less effective, but at least you’ll be
spared the aftertaste of a murky pond.

Beauty is all in the eye of the beholder
and one person’s wart might be another’s
beauty-spot, but help is at hand. Find a potato (an easy task in Belarus – since around
170 kg are eaten per person per annum) and
rub it on the offending area. Then, bury the
potato. As it dissolves, so will the wart. Spotty teenagers don’t need to fork out their
pocket-money on expensive acne creams;
collect some birch sap next time you are
in the woods and slap it on your pimples;
they’ll soon dry up.
Cats, meanwhile, are the animal world
equivalent of an extra-strong aspirin – a
wonderful cure-all. Beg, borrow or steal a
feline companion and place your purring
pal on whichever part of you needs help:
wear her as a stylish hat if you have a headache, wrap your kitty round your neck if
you have a sore throat, place her on your
feet if they are throbbing from having tottered around in stiletto heels all day… what
could be easier and who knows; a cure may
be on its way!
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Tricks of the trade – The lanes
by Fred Flintstone
One of the keys to navigating Bedrock traffic is proper choice of
lane. Many drivers are lane lurkers, straddling lane markers, waiting to strike when one clears more quickly.
Surprisingly, the right lane is often the best place to be in traffic,
even if it’s a right turn only lane. Drivers have a natural tendency
to the left lanes and you will often find several car lengths of free
space to the right, and right turning cars leave space in the lane.
A few car lengths can mean the difference in clearing a stoplight.
Also, when a stoplight turns green, the cross traffic from the right
will free up the right lane first.
The right lane is also a passing lane. For instance, if an illegally
parked car blocks the lane, there may be a dozen or so car lengths
in front, providing enough room to swing in to the right, pass a few
cars and butt back in to the left.
The right lane sometimes offers extraordinary (though counterintuitive) opportunities, and one of the best occurs westbound on
the Garden Ring at the tunnel under Tverskaya where seven westbound lanes narrow to three. Even if you don’t drive, it might be
worth a look eastward from the bridge to see how this next suggestion works. The three innermost westbound lanes run straight
under the bridge, and the outer four must eventually merge down
into the inner third lane. The traffic here can back up for kilometers,
and drivers naturally want to be in the inner lanes, so they begin
to jockey in well back from the bridge slowing those lanes down
to a crawl. The trick here is to absolutely hug the right-hand curb
in the far outer lane all the way to the final entrance, and slip-in as
the lanes merge down. Something about the physics of it allows
you to cut right in with a minimum of conflict. I can tell you from
regular experience that this trick can cut a 15-minute wait into a
2-minute transit.
It’s something about the curbside; even though the cars you
pass on the right see you coming, someone will let you merge in,
even though they wouldn’t give you a centimeter if you wanted
to change lanes in front of them. The right lane trick works even
where there is traffic merging in from the right, for instance at the
outbound MKAD underpass on Leningradskoye Shosse heading
towards the airport.
The right lane is also useful at a stoplight with a right turn arrow.
Even if you are planning to go straight, hop into this lane as it clears
on the green arrow. You will find yourself at the poll position, and if
right-turning drivers behind get pissed and start honking, just pull
left in front of the lead car to let them through.
The left lane also has its place. Not far from home, the two east50
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bound lanes widen to three to accommodate a left turn lane. The
trick is about the same; follow the left turning traffic towards the
light and before the light switches, ease over to the right ever so
slightly to poke into a gap where you can cut somebody off in the
second lane when the light becomes green. If there is still left turning traffic behind you, don’t worry, they will just swing out into
oncoming traffic to get around you, and it will give them an excuse
for turning left even after the left green arrow switches off.
By the way, if you observe carefully, you will see that a stoplight
will blink ever so slightly a moment or two before it changes, providing a pre-start signal.
There are other places where your only choice is the far left lane,
for instance at the traffic exits off the southbound lanes of the
Garden Ring near Taganskaya. Vehicles that are exiting to the right
back up into all lanes, even through lanes, blocking traffic. You can
see the clear road ahead, but the entire Garden Ring is backed up
behind exiting traffic.
The left lane is also useful for ambulance chasing. These days,
cars actually merge right to make way for a screaming ambulance,
a sign that city drivers are becoming just a little more polite. The
trick is to slip back in right behind the ambulance and hang about
30 centimeters off his rear. There is a lot of competition for this slot,
and this can really piss off other drivers. Others will try to squeeze
in on you, but with luck you might gain a few blocks before someone more aggressive than you butts in.
Bedrock driving lessons continue with more Tricks of the
Trade next month.
advertising

Distribution list
restaurants & bars
011
Academy
Acapulco
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar&Grill
Antonio
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open
Muskat
Baan Thai
B. B. King
BeerHouse
Benihana
Bezh
Big-Pig-Pub
Bookcafe
Boulevard
Coconuts Bar&Grill
Maisoncafe
Cafe Gorozhanin
Cafe Mokka
Cantinetta Antinori
Сarre Blanc
Che
Churchill's Pub
Cicco Pizza
Coconuts
Coffee Bean
Colonna
Correas'
da Milio
Darbar
Deli France
Del Mare
Delis Cafe
Donna Klara
Dorian Gray
Doug & Marty's Boarhouse
Eat Cafe
El Inka
Esterhazy
Etazh
Fame Cafe
Fat Moe
Fata Morgana
Felicita
Gallery Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gallery of Roses
Gandhara
Gibo e Viso
Goodman Steak House
Gorki
Guill's
Gulden
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Hippopotamus
Ichiban Boshi
IL Patio
Irish Bar in Sheremetyevo
Italianets
Izola
John Bull Pub
Khajuraho
Kivayaki
Labardans
Le Club
Leonardo
London Pub
Los Bandidos

advertising

Louisiana Steak House
Maestro de Oliva
MAO
Mario
Mekhana Bansko
Mesto Vstrechi
Moka-Loka
Molly Gwinn's Pub
My Place
Night Flight
No Name
Noahs Ark
Nostalgie
Old Tokyo
Palazzo Ducale
Paname
Pancho Villa
Paper Moon
Parisienne
Pinocchio
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Probca
Public
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B cafe
Rosie O'Grady's
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Seiji
Seven Seas
Shafran
Shanti
Shamrok
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Sports Bar
Starlite Diner
Sudar
SV
T. G .I. Friday's
Talk of Town
Tesora
The Furniture Museum
The Place
The Real McCoy
Tofu
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uley
Uzbekistan
Vanila SKY
V.I.P.National
Vesna
Viva la Vita
Vogue Cafe
White Sun of the Desert
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya
Zebra Skver
hotels
Alrosa
Ararat Park Hyatt
Arbat
Art-Hotel
Baltchug Kempinski
Globus
East-West
Katerina
Marriott Grand

Marriot Aurora
Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Moskow Country Club
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Orlyonok
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
RusHotel
Savoy
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnie Kholmy
Tiflis
Ukraina
Volga
Watercolors
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Kol'tso
business centers
American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Elite
Business Center Mokhovaya
Business Center Renaissance
Business Center 33 Usacheva Str.
Daev Plaza
Ducat Place 2
11 Gogolyevsky
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
Krylatsky Hills
LG Electronics
McDonald’s Building
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Parus Business Center
Petch & Abels
Publicis United
Romanov Dvor
Sadovaya Plaza
Samsung Center
Schlumberger
Sodeksho
Riverside Towers
Sodeksho
Moscow-City
Sokol 10
Intel
Trehprudny Business Center
Usadba Centre
Usadba Centre JTI
Western Bridge Business Cntr.
embassies
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus

Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
U.S. Embassy
medical/ dental centers
Adventist Health Center of Mos.
American Clinic
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medicical Center
American-Russian Dental Сntr.
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
French Dental Clinic
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care
MedinCentre
residential complexes
JO's
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills
Rosinka (Office)
Rosinka (Sportcenter)
business organizations
American Chamber of Commerce
European Business Club
Russian Financial Club
Russo-British Chamber of
Commerce
fitness centers
Dr. Loder
Gold's Gym
Planeta Fitness
Sport Line Club
World Class
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club
airlines/travel companies
Air China

Air Baltic
American Express
Adria Airways
Andrew's Travel
Aviatransagentstvo
Cathay Pacific
Czech Airlines
Delta Airlines
Egypt Air
Feras
Finnair
JAL
Quantas
SN Brussels Airlines
Streamline
Swiss International
others
Allied Team Russia /Allied
Pickfords/
ABN AMRO Bank
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
Aerobusinessservice
Allen-Bradley Co.
Rockwell Automation
American Bar Association
American Institute of Business
and Economics
Apple Computer
America Cinema
American Womens Org.
Australia and NZ Women's Group
Baker Hughes
Aerostar Place
Banque Societe Generale Vostok
ВВС
Calinka Stockmann
Chadbourne & Parke
Siemens LLC
Citi Bank
Crown Relocations
Daimler Chrysler
DHL
Ericsson Corporation
Ernst & Young
Ford Motor Company
General Electric Co
General Motors CIS
Goodyear
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
Honeywell
HP
IBM East Europe Russia
International Womens Club
Ital-Market
John Lang Lasalle
Little Angels Kindergarden
Mars LLC
Mega
Moscow Turkish Women's Org.
Noble Gibbons
Nortel Networks
NB Gallery
Nestle
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Pony Express
Procter & Gamble
Raiffeizenbank Austria
Renaissance Capital
Russian-American Christian
University
Russin & Vecchi

Pricewaterhousecoopers
Shell EP Services
Shishkin Gallery
Soviet Art Gallery
Stilas Business Solutions
Stiles & Riabokobylko
Stockmann Khimki
Stockmann Teply Stan
Stockmann-Discount
The Baltimore Sun
The Concept
The Expat Salon
The Imperial Tailong Co.
TSM Limousine service
Unilever
Wimm-Bill-Dann
Wrigley's Moscow
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Motherland by Simon Roberts
Review by Ian Mitchell

Simon Roberts decided he would take a year off from a life of frantic photojournalism to slowly travel around Russia with his wife; taking
pictures of people and places, with the idea of “getting under the skin” of the country. The resulting book, Motherland, contains nearly a
hundred photographs, and shows parts of Russia which few visiting photographers have reached.

The book also contains a short introduction,
written by an Oxford Russian expert, Rosamund
Bartlett, who attempts to explain the title. The
problem is that the pictures and the introduction do not correspond. Ms Bartlett’s essay is
old hat, full of tired clichés like: “The whole edifice of the USSR proved to be one gigantic Potemkin village.” Well, bless my soul! In support
of such banalities, she quotes every student’s
reading list, from Turgenev and Mussorgsky, to
Berdyaev and Solzhenitsyn. This type of introduction does a great disservice to Mr. Roberts’
excellent collection of photographs.
Roberts is interested in the New Russia, rather than the old one, and avoids the airless, condescending world of the Introduction. There is
so much to say about this fascinating, dynamic,
problematical country, especially about the
evolving relationship between its 21st century’s global world-view and the more provincial
world-view.
Every photographer could have made a different selection of images, but few will be able
to travel quite as extensively as Mr. Roberts did.
I found his pictures of Sakhalin and the Far East
particularly interesting. Most extraordinary of
all is his picture of the open-cast diamond mine

at Mirny. (As is his description of how he managed to photograph in this still closed city.) It
makes the Big Hole at Kimberly in South Africa
look like a large well.
Roberts focuses on the sense of optimism
which he detects in Russia today. He says in his
introductory note, “Motherland is meant as a
visual statement about contemporary Russia,
fifteen years after the fall of the Soviet Union.
I wanted to counter some of the photographic
representations of Russia that focus on collapse
and deterioration – with their emphasis on the
consequences of Russia’s turbulent past as opposed to the possibilities of its future – without
sidestepping the realities of Russian daily life.
As my year there progressed, I came to understand that Russians see beauty where an
outsider might only see decaying apartment
blocks or featureless landscapes. And while
acknowledging their country’s deficiencies,
Russians nevertheless believe their native land
to be a remarkable and exceptional place. They
convey an optimism about it that I soon came
to share – an optimism borne of more than just
patriotism.”
The interesting thing is that much of the
most negative commentary about Russia

comes from patronizing, unreconstructed exCold War think-tankers who want Russia to stay
in its box as the perennial bad boy of international diplomacy. For them, an up-beat, semihonest, future-orientated Russia, which has
traded theories about Chekhov and Diaghilev
for kottedgi and banking IPOs, means the end
of their world of professional pessimism. Their
jobs depend on a jaundiced view. I believe that
this is why there is so much negative comment
on Russia today in the mainstream Western
media. Mr. Roberts may or may not have gotten under the skin of this country, but his approach will certainly get up the noses of many
outside it.
If I have a complaint about this book, it is
that I would have liked even more information
than is printed in the short paragraphs accompanying the pictures. I also wonder how many
pictures Mr. Roberts took which are not printed
here? I am sure thousands. Could he not produce them, with the relevant expanded commentary, as a sort of retrospective blog? That
way the sort of Russians he took pictures of
might be able to see themselves up in lights, so
to speak, or pixels at least. I’m sure they’d appreciate that.

Motherland is published by Chris Boot at £25.
For more information go to:
www.motherlandbook.com
Order your copy on Amazon or direct from
Simon: mail@simoncroberts.com
52
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Prince Robert visits Moscow
By Annet Kulyagina
His Royal Highness Prince Robert
of Luxembourg – Vice president and
Managing Director of Domaine Clarence
Dillon, producer of Chateau Haut-Brion and
Chateau La Mission Haut-Brion

Prince Robert of Luxembourg, of the French
Bordeaux wine house, Chateau Haut-Brion,
visited Moscow at the end of May and was
guest of honour at Gala Dinners organised
by the wine importer DP-Trade. Passport
publisher John Ortega was honoured to be
invited to the press dinner.
Prince Robert is Vice President and Managing Director of Domaine Clarence Dillon,
producer of Château Haut-Brion, one of the
most expensive and prestigious of French
labels and the great-grandson of American
banker Clarence Dillon (1882-1979), who
purchased Château Haut-Brion in 1935.
Born in San Antonio, Texas, Clarence Dillon studied at Harvard. In 1908 he married,
and the newlywed couple spent their honeymoon in France where, captivated, they
stayed for two years. In 1916, he began
work with the bank of William A. Read. He
worked closely with Bernard Baruch, and

then became director of the Read Bank,
which became Dillon, Read in 1921.
Clarence Dillon was attracted to France
both because his mother was of French origin and by his own personal tastes.
After months of negotiation with André
Gibert, Clarence Dillon bought Château
Haut-Brion on May 13, 1935 for 2,300,000
francs.
In his own words, Haut-Brion was his favorite wine. There is also the fact that HautBrion was near Bordeaux, and surrounded
by good riding and hunting land.
Clarence Dillon made his nephew Seymour Weller (the son of his wife's sister)
president of the new company "Société
Vinicole de la Gironde", thus returning to
a tradition of family management at HautBrion. Seymour Weller restored the park,
had the trees trimmed, cleaned the chais,
and installed electricity along with new vi-
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L-R: Dmitry Pinski – Director of DP-Trade company;
His Royal Highness Prince Robert of Luxembourg ;
John Ortega, Publisher, Passport;
Jean-Philippe Delmas – Head winemaker at Haut-Brion and Chateau La Mission Haut-Brion;
Igor Davtyan – Director of DP-Trade company
nification equipment. He kept on Georges
Delmas as manager.
Clarence Dillon last visited Haut-Brion in
1967. It was his last visit. Realizing himself that
he was growing very frail, he said: "I'll never
return." He died in 1979 at the age of 96.
Like his father, Douglas Dillon graduated
from Harvard.
In 1931, he became a member of the New
York Stock Exchange and in 1938, director
of Dillon, Read.
From 1953 to 1957, he was U.S. ambassador to France, and then served as Undersecretary of State from 1957 to 1959. He
was Treasury Secretary for the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations from 1960 to 1965.
After twelve years of distinguished government service, Douglas Dillon returned to
New York in 1965 and became President of
the Metropolitan Museum.
The Dillon Family restored to Château
Haut-Brion its well-founded prestige. The
Dillons brought back the tradition and
pride of family ownership historically attached to Haut-Brion. Introducing select
advances in technology to the vineyards,
they have opened the door for continuation of the great tradition of Haut-Brion
into the twenty-first century.
The Dillon Family was presented with
the prestigious Pilier d'Or of the French Institute/Alliance Française by His Excellency
Mr. François Bujon de l'Estang, the Ambassador of France to the United States and
Mr. John H. F. Haskell, Jr., Président, French
Institute/Alliance Française on November
9th, 1998 at The Pierre in New York.
Joan Dillon, Duchesse de Mouchy is the
54
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current president of Domaine Clarence
Dillon.
Grand daughter of Clarence, Joan Dillon
came to live in France in 1955. In 1967, she
married His Royal Highness Prince Charles
of Luxembourg, a direct descendant of
Henri IV. Prince Robert is their son. In 1978,
after the death of her husband, Joan married Philippe de Noailles, Duc de Mouchy.
In the early 1970s, Joan began work on
the château. She took over the decoration
and renovation, she purchased furniture
and paintings, selected the finest rugs,
combed antique shops and transformed
Haut-Brion into one of the most beautiful
châteaux of the Bordelais.
In 1975, she succeeded her cousin, Seymour Weller to the presidency of Domaine
Clarence Dillon S.A.
Prince Robert and his sister Princess
Charlotte spent many of their childhood
years at Haut-Brion. He has served since
1997 as an administrator at Haut-Brion
since the age of 18.
Prince Robert not only showcased exceptional wines such as Château Haut-Brion
Pessac-Léognan 1988, "one of the greatest
Haut-Brion's ever made" (Wine Spectator),
but also took this opportunity to launch
the Clarendelle label in Moscow.
Domaine Clarence Dillon owns not only
Chateau Haut-Brion but also Chateau La
Mission Haut-Brion. With him was the main
wine maker of the company – Jean-Phillip
Delmas, the third generation of Delmas
responsible for the quality of Haut-Brion
wines since 1923.
In honour of the visit of Prince Robert, DP-

Trade organized a gala-dinner for editors
and journalists of leading publications at a
Moscow restaurant. Prince Robert told the
guests about the history of the company,
his family and about great Bordeaux brands
they own. Today Dillons make two of the
best known white wines in the region – Chateau Haut-Brion Blanc and Chateau Laville
Haut-Brion, and great red wines – Chateau
Haut-Brion, Chateau La Mission Haut-Brion.
During a supper, Chateau Laville HautBrion 2003, Chateau Haut-Brion blanc 2004,
Chateau La Mission Haut-Brion 1998, Chateau
Haut-Brion rouge 1995, Chateau La Mission
Haut-Brion 1985, Chateau Haut-Brion rouge
1982 were served to guests. As an aperitif
wine of the new brand, Clarendelle – Clarendelle blanc 2004, Clarendelle rose 2005, Clarendelle rouge 2003 and with dessert – Clarendelle Amberwine 2003 were presented.
The brand «Clarendelle» is a super premium class wine and is the new project of
Prince Robert. Prince Robert commented
on the creation of the new brand: “We trust,
that connoisseurs of wine search for names
which they trust and which represents alternatives to existing brands. Creating Clarendelle, the team of our wine makers aspires
to find and make the best of the potential of Bordeaux terroir and from the from
centuries of knowledge which this region
possesses". A subsidiary of Clarence Dillon
Wines, Clarendelle's name pays homage to
Mr. Clarence Dillon, Prince Robert's great
grandfather, and the ancestor responsible
for bringing the family to the Bordeaux region of France.
Clarendelle wines consist of an elegant
blend of Bordeaux's finest traditional grape
varietals – Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and
Cabernet Franc for the red and Semillon and
Sauvignon Blanc for the white.
“It is easy to make wine called Petit Brion,
put Merlot on the label and make a fruit forward wine, and yes, I would have a success,”
Prince Robert told Russian wine writer, Elenora Scholes.
“But I am building a brand distinct from chateau wines. It is going to be a long term investment for us. I can never compete with the New
World wines, but I believe that from our history
and our terroir we have inherited this ability to
produce wines of certain balance, of certain elegance. They are lighter wines that ultimately
the consumer will return to.”
Company DP-Trade is the exclusive supplier of Clarendelle wines in Russia and also
Chateau Haut-Brion and Chateau La Mission Haut-Brion. The wines of these Chateeaux are imported direct from the cellars
of these brands that guarantees to buyers
in Russia the authentic biography of each
bottle of these great wines.

Out & about
Fusion of art and cuisine

Ambassador of Switzerland Ervin Hofer and Luis Munoz
with his wife

Café des Artistes on the pedestrians-only Kamergersky Pereulok, just off Tverskaya opposite the Central Post Office, is garnering an artistic reputation under
the guidance of director Dolf Michel. This dynamic restaurateur has put on eyecatching exhibitions recently, ranging from Olga Gretchina, who was one of
the first artists exhibited among many other Russian and foreign painters and
photographers, like Serge Golovach, whose works are known and loved even
abroad, to Luis Munoz, whose last exhibition closed the spring season.
The works of art grace the walls of the upper floor where many eager patrons
have been seen perusing them. Aesthetic and gastronomic appetites are satisfied there from 11.00 to 01.00 daily.
By Annet Kulyagina

Photos courtesy of Columbus PRCo

Shopaholics' lunch
Value Retail and Vogue Russia held an “intimate lunch” at the Vogue Café at the
end of May to celebrate the launch of the Russian edition of The Shopaholic’s
Guide 2007 in Vogue Russia’s June 2007 issue. The “intimacy” of the lunch was
shared with the top fashion press, leading luxury brand executives and fashion
taste-makers. Desiree Bollier, CEO of Value Retail (Chic Outlet Shopping Villages),
Aliona Doletskaya, Editor of Vogue Russia, as well as Natalia Gandurina, Managing Director of Conde Nast Russia, spoke to the guests about their excitement
regarding the Guide release.
By Natalia Shuvalova
MORE photographs in Out & About Galleries on www.passportmagazine.ru

President’s Golf Cup

Photos courtesy of Yacorporation

Le Meridien Moscow Country Club hosted the 14th annual President's
Golf Cup on the 31st of May. The first tournament took place in 1994. At
that time golf had already gained some popularity in Moscow through
the popularity of the Moscow City Golf Club founded four years earlier.
The number of Russian players steadily grows every year. Land Rover has
been a committed sponsor of the event from the very beginning. “This
particular tournament contributes to the development of the local educational programs, that’s why we are happy to support this prestigious
sport event,” said Dmitry Kolchanov, General Director of Jaguar Land
Rover Russia. As usual, Land Rover offered a special prize for a “Hole-InOne,” a brand new Land Rover Freelander 2, which has only been on sale
since March 2007. It is important to mention that the President’s Golf
Cup is a charity event; all the money goes to support children’s causes
from pediatric surgery to pre-schooling for the disabled.
By Natalia Shuvalova

Classical Mercedes cars participated in a rally on Moscow roads
for the third time on May 19th. This year the regulations allowed
Mercedes cars built before 1971. The route stretched from
Vorob’evy Gory to the “Beach Club” with two check points at
fashionable shops. While the cars were being inspected at the
check points, the teams were served a light cocktail (supposedly with no spirits). The Russia Automobile Federation was the
head of the Rally Referee. Each car had a driver and a navigator.
A famous TV presenter, whisky-loving Dmitry Dibrov, was driving a Mercedes 190SL 1957, while Oksana Robsky, famous writer
(and famous Rublevka resident), was in the same type of car
but one manufactured in 1960. Although the stars didn’t make
it to the finish line; (they were disqualified for rule breaking),
they joined the winners at the final event. Other celebrities (actor Alexandre Loye, American photographer Robert Whitman)
were seen at the celebratory “Chicago Party,” “Some Like It Hot”
show and just good music at the “Beach Club”. All participants
got special gifts.

Photos courtesy of JazzUp

Stars go out in Mercedes

Dmitry Dibrov
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Out & about
From May 31 until June 4 Moscow Art Center (in Neglinnaya) hosted an original exhibition “Kate me or Hate me”, the “exhibition of
attitudes”. The concept was quite unusual. All the works were devoted to supermodel Kate Moss, who is considered by the coordinators to be the symbol of the generation. Maxim Agakhanov, the
initiator of the project, gave his explanation: “The image of Kate
Moss did not only influence developments of fashion business,
but the whole contemporary culture. Kate Moss is a rare guest in
Moscow and hardly anyone in Russia has seen her alive. That’s why
I asked the participants to express their attitude to Kate instead
of just making her portraits.” Many celebrities of Russian fashion,
along with DJs and artists, agreed to share their attitude (Dmitry
Loginov, Denis Ponarin, Anna Vsesvyatskaya, etc). The objects exhibited were dresses, sketches, portraits, etc. The core of it all was
the presentation of the clothes TOPSHOP designed by Kate herself.
The collection went on sale only on June 1st, so the exhibition had
the exclusive chance to be the first to show it in Russia. Though
Kate Moss did not show up at the opening as expected, her representative chose five art works for her private collection. The opening was attended by a young crowd of fashion aficionados, designers and the Moscow ‘hip’ crowd.
By Natalia Shuvalova

Photos courtesy of TopShop

Kate me or Hate me

Charming guests of the presentation

The Effect of Presence. Interviews with legends
Natalia Kolesova a journalist, theatre and
ballet critic is herself now a legend. Her collection of interviews with famous talented
artistic people of Russian contemporary
cultural life compiled a precious book. All
the pages contain more than just interviews they contain the moments of disgrace and happiness, disappointments and
successes of the heroes. The presentation
of the book took place in May 30th in the
luxury atmosphere of Bellezza restaurant
where guests toasted Natalia’s success with
Highland Park whisky and enjoyed musical
background by the DJ Alexander Nuzhdin
and La Fille band. The culmination of the
evening was Bolshoi Theatre soloist, Karina
Serbina.
Natalia Kolesova was happy to autograph
her book for the guests and said she hoped
that the book would be available for sale
from the beginning of June.
The most intriguing surprise of the evening
was produced by Highland Park. 18 year old
bottles of whisky were handed to the three
luckiest guests. A famous photographer,
Natalia’s husband, Anton Lange presented
his new African collection and donated
some of them to the other lucky guests.

Nikolay Tsiskaridze and Natalia Kolesova

By Annet Kulyagina
Photos by Ruslan Sergeev
Natalia Kolesova
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MORE photographs in Out & About Galleries
on www.passportmagazine.ru
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Anton Lange and Elena Shanina

